
Practice, Engage, Apply and Develop Employability 
Skills with MyLab Business Communication

For additional details visit: www.pearson.com/mylab/businesscommunication

of students said it helped 
them earn higher grades 

on homework, exams,  
or the course

*Source: 2016 Student Survey, n 138

MyLabTM Business Communication is an 
online homework, tutorial, and assessment 
program constructed to work with this text to 
engage students and improve results. It was 
designed to help students develop and assess 
the skills and applicable knowledge that they 
will need to succeed in their courses and their  
future careers.

See what more than 25,000 students had to 
say about MyLab Business Communication:

“MyLab Business Communication’s primary 
benefit was that it helped me to remember the 
terminology and understand the meaning in 
chapters read.”

— Rita Venditti, Central Arizona College

Mini Sims put students in business 
professional roles and give them the 
opportunity to apply course concepts 
as they develop decision making 
skills through real-world business 
challenges. The simulations adapt 
based on each student’s decisions, 
creating various scenario paths that 
help students understand how critical 
thinking can affect their decisions on 
an organization.  

“I like the chapter activities because they 
really seem to help me understand the 
material better.”
—Samantha Figg, Green River College

MediaShare for Business offers  
a curated collection of business vid-
eos that provide customizable, auto- 
scored assignments. MediaShare for 
Business helps students understand 
why they are learning key concepts 
and how they will apply those in  
their careers. 

Dynamic Study Modules help students study 
chapter topics effectively on their own by contin-
uously assessing their knowledge application 
and performance in real time. These are available 
as graded assignments prior to class, and accessi-
ble on smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Pearson eText enhances student learning—
both in and outside the classroom. Take notes, 
highlight, and bookmark important content, or 
engage with interactive lecture and example 
videos that bring learning to life (available with 
select titles). Accessible anytime, anywhere via 
MyLab or the app.

% of students who found 
learning tool helpful

91%
93% 93%

eText Study 
Plan

Dynamic 
Study  

Modules

The MyLab Gradebook offers an easy 
way for students and instructors to view 
course performance. Item Analysis allows 
instructors to quickly see trends by analyz-
ing details like the number of students who 
answered correctly/incorrectly, time on task, 
and median time spend on a question by 
question basis. And because it’s correlated 
with the AACSB Standards, instructors can 
track students’ progress toward outcomes 
that the organization has deemed impor-
tant in preparing students to be leaders.

of students would tell  
their instructor to keep  
using MyLab Business  

Communication

82%

81%
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xvi Preface

New to This Edition
All new: The Future of  Communication 
gives a glimpse into fascinating technolo-
gies that are beginning to reshape business 
communication, including real-time trans-
lation, haptic communication, virtual and 
augmented reality, gestural computing, 
and automated emotion recognition.

Nearly 70 new or substantially revised figures; 
the Eighth Edition has 66 annotated model 
documents, 27 examples of mobile 
 communication in business communication, 
and 25 examples of social media.

Half  the chapters have new Communication  
Matters insights from respected business 
 professionals that highlight the principles covered in 
the chapter.

Revised annotations in model document before/after 
pairs make it easier for students to see the specific 
changes made to transform ineffective messages into 
effective ones.

More than 80 new questions and student activities; 
one-third of the communication cases are new.

Learning Objectives: Check Your Progress has been 
converted to quick-to-read bulleted lists for easier 
study and review.

Numerous sections are new or substantially revised, reflecting the latest research and practices in business communication:

●● Communicating in an Organizational Context
●● Developing Skills for Your Career
●● Characteristics of Effective Teams
●● Conflict Resolution in Team Settings
●● Improving Your Nonverbal Communication Skills
●● Workplace Etiquette
●● Messaging
●● Asking for Recommendations
●● Writing Instructions
●● Refusing Requests for Recommendations
●● Giving Negative Performance Reviews
●● Terminating Employment

●● Using the Three-Step Writing Process for Persuasive 
Messages

●● Balancing the Three Types of Persuasive Appeals
●● Using Presentation Software to Create Visual Reports
●● Keys to Being a Valued Networker
●● Job-Specific Keywords
●● Building an Effective LinkedIn Profile
●● Understanding the Interviewing Process
●● Common Types of Interview Questions
●● Interviewing by Phone
●● Interviewing by Video

414 PART 5   Employment Messages and Job Interviews

MESSAGE OF INQUIRY

If you’re not advised of the interviewer’s decision by the promised date or within two weeks, 
you might make an inquiry. A message of inquiry (which can be handled by email if the 
interviewer has given you his or her email address) is particularly appropriate if you’ve 
received a job offer from a second firm and don’t want to accept it before you have an answer 
from the first. The following example illustrates an effective approach:

When we talked on April 7 about the fashion coordinator  
position in your Park Avenue showroom, you indicated that  
a decision would be made by May 1. I am still enthusiastic  
about the position and eager to know what conclusion  
you’ve reached.

You can inquire about the hiring 
decision if you haven’t heard by 
the promised date.

Provides enough information 
to remind the reader about the 
 previous discussion

Figure 14.6 Follow-Up Message
Use the follow-up message after an interview to express continued interest in the opportunity, to correct or expand on any information you provided in 
the interview, and to thank the interviewer for his or her time.

(a) The subject line is too generic and doesn’t
give the reader any clues about the content of
the message.

(a) The subject line lets the reader know 
what the message is about, which increases 
the chances she’ll read it.

(b) The opening expresses appreciation and 
enthusiasm without overdoing it.

(c) Espinosa takes the opportunity to provide
additional information—in this instance, 
reversing something he said in the interview.

(d) He uses the close to confirm his ability 
to do the job and to emphasize some posi-
tive personal characteristics.

(b) The message oozes with enthusiasm but
beyond that it doesn’t really say anything to
further the candidate’s cause.

(c) The writer fails to use this opportunity to
confirm his ability to perform the job.

(d) The tone here is too personal, and the
closing line is too demanding.

Ineffective

Ineffective

Effective
Effective
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●● Watch your language and keep your emotions under control. A single indiscretion 
could haunt you forever.

●● Avoid multitasking while using instant messaging or other tools. You might think 
you’re saving time by doing a dozen things at once, but you’re probably making the 
other person wait while you bounce back and forth between tasks.

●● Never assume you have privacy. Assume that anything you type will be stored forever, 
could be forwarded to other people, and might be read by your boss or the company’s 
security staff.

●● Don’t waste others’ time with sloppy, confusing, or incomplete messages. Doing so 
is disrespectful.

●● Respect boundaries of  time and virtual space. For instance, don’t use colleagues’ or 
employees’ personal social media accounts as a venue for business discussions, and 
don’t assume people are available to discuss work matters around the clock, even if 
you do find them online in the middle of the night.

●● Be careful of online commenting mechanisms. For example, many blogs and websites now 
use your Facebook login to let you comment on articles. If your Facebook profile includes 
your job title and company name, those could show up along with your comment.

BUSINESS ETIQUETTE IN SOCIAL SETTINGS

From business lunches to industry conferences, you may be asked to represent your com-
pany when you’re out in public. Make sure your appearance and actions are appropriate 
to the situation. Get to know the customs of the culture when you meet new people. For 
example, in North America, a firm handshake is expected when two people meet, whereas 
a respectful bow is more appropriate in Japan. If you are expected to shake hands, be 
aware that the passive “dead fish” handshake creates an extremely negative impression 
with most people. If you are physically able, always stand when shaking someone’s hand.

When introducing yourself, include a brief description of your role in the company. 
When introducing two other people, speak their first and last names clearly and then try 
to offer some information (perhaps a shared professional interest) to help the two people 
ease into a conversation.65 In general, the lower-ranking person is introduced to the senior-
ranking person, without regard to gender.66

Business is often conducted over meals, and knowing the basics of dining etiquette 
will make you more effective and comfortable in these situations.67 Start by choosing foods 
that are easy to eat. Avoid alcoholic beverages in most instances, but if drinking one is 
appropriate, save it for the end of the meal. Leave business documents under your chair 
until entrée plates have been removed; the business aspect of 
the meal doesn’t usually begin until then.

Remember that business meals are a forum for business, 
period. Don’t discuss politics, religion, or any other topic 
that’s likely to generate strong emotions. Don’t complain 
about work, don’t ask deeply personal questions, avoid pro-
fanity, and be careful with humor—a joke that entertains 
some people could easily offend others.

The Future of Communication:  
The Internet of Things
The Internet of  Things (IoT) refers to the billions of devices now connected to the Internet 
and the networking potential of having all these gadgets communicate with each other, feed 
data into vast information warehouses, and interact with people and the physical environ-
ment. These “things” range from simple sensors that measure temperature, location, and other 
parameters all the way up to robots and other complex systems. People and animals with Inter-
net-capable sensors (such as implanted chips) or devices also qualify as things in this model.

Imagine you walk into a department store and your mobile phone automatically gives you 
directions to the aisle where you could find the clothing styles you have recently been browsing 

Respect personal and professional 
boundaries when using social net-
working tools.

You represent your company 
when you’re out in public—or 
communicating online under your 
own name—so etiquette contin-
ues to be important even after you 
leave the office.

MOBILE APP

Good Manners helps you make 
appropriate choices in a variety of 
social situations.

Etiquette expert Barbara Pachter offers tips to help you get comfort-
able at business lunches and dinners. Go to real-timeupdates 
.com/bce8 and click Learn More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY WATCHING THIS VIDEO

Dining etiquette simplified
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Condolence letters are the most personal business messages you may ever have to 
write, so they require the utmost in care and respect for your reader. By keeping the mes-
sages short, simple, and sincere, you will be able to achieve the right tone.

For the latest information on writing routine and positive messages, visit real- 
timeupdates.com/bce8 and select Chapter 7.

The Future of Communication: 
 Communication Bots
The bots are back. Automated bots (short for robots) made a small wave a decade 
or so ago when “chatbots” began appearing on websites to help companies handle 
online conversations with customers. Ikea’s Anna, perhaps the first chatbot to receive 
widespread attention, was built to answer routine questions from customers looking 
for advice regarding the chain’s furniture products. Other chatbots followed, smart-
phones gained virtual assistants, and nonchatty bots continued to do automated 
work of  various kinds on the Internet, but bots didn’t really catch on as a mainstream 
technology.

With advances in artificial intelligence and the growing use of messaging systems 
for both consumer and business communication, however, a new wave of bots as per-
sonal assistants has taken off. Major categories of bot technology include task bots 
that perform routine chores within digital systems and social bots that mimic human 
conversation.

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella believes bots will transform technology usage the same 
way mobile apps have. As bot capability is added to more devices and systems—particu-
larly workgroup messaging systems, where a growing number of employees now conduct 
increasing amounts of their routine business communication—bots are finally entering 
the mainstream. If you’ve ever carried on a Facebook Messenger conversation with the 
band Maroon 5, for example, you were talking with a bot.

Bots are popular on the widely used Slack workgroup messaging system, where 
they can do everything from ordering lunch to monitoring the mood of  team con-
versations. The Howdy bot, for example, can perform such tasks as simultaneously 
interviewing all the members of  a project team to give the team leader a real-time 
status update. On Slack, bots are treated just like human team members in many 
ways—they can send and receive messages, be assigned tasks, and be invited to join 
specific groups and communication channels. As bots get better at understanding 
language, they’ll be able to contribute to conversations, such as finding background 
information that could help solve a problem colleagues are discussing, without anyone 
asking for their help.

How far this bot revolution will go is anybody’s guess, but the appeal of this new 
generation of digital genies is undeniable. They are more connected to the systems that 
people use every day on the job, and they can reduce the need to navigate yet another 
website or learn yet another app in order to get something done. Instead, you just message 
your bot and let it figure out how to make things happen.6

To see a chatbot in action, check out BusCommBot, created by Courtland L. Bovée, 
one of the authors of this book. Log onto Facebook and search for Bovee & Thill’s Busi-
ness Communication Blog, then on that page, select “Message” under the photo at the 
top of the page.

WHAT’S YOUR PREDICTION?

Research the current state of bot communication to identify one way in which the technol-
ogy is changing or has the potential to change business communication practices. Do you 
agree with the predictions the experts make? Why or why not?
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The Future of Communication: 
Gamification
The fact that millions of people spend billions of hours playing games on computers and 
mobile devices is not lost on companies looking for ways to enhance communication with 
employees and customers. Whether they feature skill, chance, or compelling story lines, 
successful games try to engage users intellectually and emotionally—just as successful 
business communicators try to do.

Gamification is the addition of game-playing aspects to an activity or a process with 
the goal of increasing user engagement. For example, Bunchball’s Nitro software applies 
gamification concepts to a number of business communication platforms. On a customer-
service system, the software rewards employees for increasing their productivity, meeting 
their service commitments to customers, and sharing knowledge with their colleagues. On 
several collaboration and brainstorming systems, gamification encourages people to make 

●● Strike a friendly pose that’s not too formal or too casual.

●● Make sure you face isn’t in shadow.

●● Stand against a visually quiet background that doesn’t compete with your image.

●● Don’t wear dark glasses.

●● Dress appropriately for target jobs in your chosen profession.

Headline

●● Express who you are or aspire to be as a professional.
●● Include keywords that target employers are likely to be  

searching for.
●● Focus on your most valuable attributes to make best use of  

the limited space available.

Summary

●● Capture where you are and where you are going—in terms of 
how you can contribute to a company.

●● Imagine you are talking to a hiring manager in a company you 
want to work for; use a personal, conversational voice.

●● Include top-level highlights of your job experience, education, 
skills, accomplishments, target industry, and career direction.

●● Use keywords from target job descriptions.

Experience

●● Start with the material from your résumé.
●● Make sure the basic details of your employment (years, job titles, 

company names) match your résumé.
●● Expand beyond those basics as appropriate, including linking to 

photos and videos of work-related accomplishments.

Recommendations

●● Ask for recommendations from people you know on LinkedIn.
●● As your network expands you’ll have more people to ask.
●● A great way to get recommendations is to give them to the peo-

ple in your network.

Skills

●● List your top skills and areas of expertise.
●● As you expand your network, endorse the skills of people you know.
●● Many users will endorse your skills in return.

Education

●● Make sure your educational listing is complete.
●● Include relevant military or company training and independent 

coursework.
●● Verify that it matches the information on your conventional résumé.

Accomplishments

●● Explore all the categories available to find opportunities to 
 highlight academic successes, leadership qualities, creative 
 thinking, industry certifications, and so on.

●● Note that you need to manually add these categories to your 
profile.

●● If you don’t have extensive work history, use this section to 
 feature academic projects and awards.

Volunteering

●● Add volunteer work you’ve done, particularly activities that 
 developed professional skills such as project management or 
team leadership.

Figure 13.7 Quick Tips for a Compelling LinkedIn Profile
Follow these tips to get started on building or expanding your LinkedIn profile.

Profile photo
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For more on interviewing and associated messages, visit real-timeupdates.com/bce8 
and select Chapter 14.

The Future of Communication: 
Blind Auditions
Most people like to think they are unbiased and capable of making fair, objectives decisions 
when it comes to judging or assessing others. Unfortunately, that is far from reality. Decades 
of research suggests that unconscious or implicit bias is universal and that attitudes and 
stereotypes affect decision making in ways that people aren’t aware of. Even people who 
consciously go out of their way to avoid biased assumptions can be influenced by uncon-
scious biases that have been accumulating since childhood.40

Implicit bias has been a longstanding concern in job interviews and hiring decisions. 
A case that opened many eyes to the problem involved classical musicians auditioning for 
symphony orchestras. In the 1970s, women made up only 5 percent of professional sym-
phony musicians. Orchestras gradually moved to blind auditions, where the performer is 
hidden behind a curtain so the people evaluating them can hear but not see them—mean-
ing they can’t make judgments based on gender, age, appearances, or anything other than 
how well the musicians play. Within a decade, the ratio of women had risen to 25 percent.

The concept is now applied across a range of industries and professions. The GapJump-
ers system, for example, enables job applicants to take skill auditions anonymously. The 
employers sponsoring the auditions have no personal information about the applicants when 
they judge the scores—it is strictly about talent. Applicants who do well on blind auditions 
are then invited to participate in a more conventional interviewing process, at which point the 
employers learn who they are. GapJumpers’ analysis indicates that more women and more 
community college graduates make it through to the second stage of interviewing than they 
do in a traditional selection process.41

WHAT’S YOUR PREDICTION?

Research current practices in blind auditions across professions. Is the technique catching on? 
Do you think variations on this method hold promise to reduce employment discrimination?

Learning Objectives: Check 
Your Progress

Objective 1: Explain the purposes of  application letters, and 
describe how to apply the AIDA organizational approach to 
them.

An application letter has three purposes:
●● Introduce your résumé
●● Persuade an employer to read it
●● Request an interview

Here’s how to apply the AIDA model in an application letter:
●● Get attention in the opening paragraph by showing how your 

skills could benefit the organization, by explaining how your 
qualifications fit the job, or by demonstrating an understand-
ing of the organization’s needs.

●● Build interest and desire by adding several key points about 
your skills, experience, and personal qualities; invite the 
reader to see even more by reviewing your résumé.

●● Motivate action by making your request easy to fulfill and by 
including all necessary contact information.

Objective 2: Describe the typical sequence of  job interviews, 
the major types of  interviews, and the attributes employers 
look for during an interview.

The sequence of interviews can be divided into two stages:
●● During the screening stage, employers filter out unquali-

fied (or uninterested) applicants and identify promising 
candidates.

Chapter Review and Activities

MyLab Business Communication
Go to www.pearson.com/mylab/business-communication 
to complete the problems marked with this icon .
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 Preface xvii

Solving Teaching and Learning 
Challenges
Communication is the most valuable skill that graduates can bring into the workforce, 
but it is one of the most challenging to teach. Business Communication Essentials blends 
the timeless fundamentals of communication with contemporary techniques and an 
emphasis on business English improvement. To help students succeed from their first day 
on the job, Business Communication Essentials presents the full range of on-the-job skills 
that today’s communicators need, from writing conventional printed reports to using the 
latest digital, social, mobile, and visual media.

Each chapter opens with insights from a 
successful professional, emphasizing 
concepts and valuable skills that students 
will explore in the chapter.

Annotated model documents are perhaps the most 
important feature of a business communication text, 
and Business Communication  Essentials is packed 
with a balance of carefully chosen examples from real 
companies and original material created to illustrate 
 specific concepts.

Going beyond covering the tried-and-true, Bovée and 
Thill make unique contributions to the  pedagogy and 
practice of business  communication, such as the nine 
compositional modes required to succeed with digital 
and social media.

 37

COMMUNICATION MATTERS . . . 

“There’s nothing better than a new and enthusiastic team that, 
on a shoestring budget, tries to do something that’s never been 
done before.”1

—Tricia Naddaff, president, Management Research Group

Tricia Naddaff’s observation about high-performance teams hints 
at the near-magic that collaboration can bring to business. With 
the right people in the right circumstances, teams can innovate 
and produce results far beyond what the individual team mem-
bers could achieve on their own. At the other extreme, when 
things go sideways, team projects can be a demoralizing waste 
of time and money. The difference often comes down to com-
munication. This chapter explores the communication skills you 
need in order to succeed in team settings, along with several 
other interpersonal communication topics that will help you on 
the job: productive meetings, active listening, nonverbal commu-
nication, and business etiquette.

1 List the advantages and disadvantages of working in 
teams, and describe the characteristics of effective teams.

2 Offer guidelines for collaborative communication, identify 
major collaboration technologies, and explain how to give 
constructive feedback.

3 List the key steps needed to ensure productive team meet-
ings, and identify the most common meeting technologies.

4 Identify the major types of listening, describe the listening 
process, and explain how good listeners overcome barriers 
at each stage of the process.

5 Explain the importance of nonverbal communication, and 
identify six major categories of nonverbal expression.

6 Explain the importance of business etiquette, and identify 
five key areas in which good etiquette is essential.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you will be able to

Collaboration, Interpersonal 
 Communication, and Business 
Etiquette

2 

MyLab Business Communication
 If  your instructor is using MyLab Business Communication, 

visit www.pearson.com/mylab/business-communication  
for videos, simulations, and writing exercises.

Management consultant Tricia Naddaff recognizes the productivity and 
innovation that successful teamwork can generate.
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92 PART 2   The Three-Step Writing Process

Adapting to Your Audience: Building 
Strong Relationships
Successful communication relies on a positive relationship between sender and receiver. 
Establishing your credibility and projecting your company’s image are two vital steps in 
building and fostering positive business relationships.

ESTABLISHING YOUR CREDIBILITY

Audience responses to your messages depend heavily on your credibility, which is a measure 
of your believability and is based on how reliable you are and how much trust you evoke in 
others. With audiences who don’t know you and trust you already, you need to establish 
credibility before they’ll accept your messages (see Figure 4.2). On the other hand, when you 
do establish credibility, communication becomes much easier because you no longer have to 
spend time and energy convincing people that you are a trustworthy source of information 
and ideas. To build, maintain, or repair your credibility, emphasize the following 
characteristics:

●● Honesty. Demonstrating honesty and integrity will earn you the respect of your audi-
ences, even if they don’t always agree with or welcome your messages.

●● Objectivity. Show that you can distance yourself from emotional situations and look 
at all sides of an issue.

●● Awareness of  audience needs. Directly or indirectly, let your audience members know 
that you understand what’s important to them.

●● Credentials, knowledge, and expertise. Audiences need to know that you have whatever 
it takes to back up your message, whether it’s education, professional certification, 
special training, past successes, or simply the fact that you’ve done your research.

●● Endorsements. An endorsement is a statement on your behalf by someone who is 
accepted by your audience as an expert.

2 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Identify seven characteristics 
that build and maintain a communi-
cator’s credibility.

People are more likely to react 
positively to your message when 
they have confidence in you.

To enhance your credibility, 
emphasize such factors as hon-
esty, objectivity, and awareness of 
audience needs.

Figure 4.2 Building Credibility
In her profile page on her company’s website, financial advisor Joli Fridman builds her credibility with a variety of specific, concrete statements. Notice 
how every statement packs a punch; there is no filler or “fluff.”

Fridman highlights her experience 
with specific areas of expertise, 
beginning with points likely to be of 
greatest interest to prospective 
clients.

Academic credentials enhance her 
credibility by letting readers know 
she not only attended a respected 
university but now teaches at one, 
too.

Professional credentials convey the 
message that she meets rigorous 
standards of knowledge, experience, 
and ethical performance.

Mentioning her charitable work 
further builds her credibility (as 
president of the organization) and 
promotes a positive reaction from 
readers.

A high-quality photograph (well lit, with 
no background distractions) also 
conveys the message of
professionalism.
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Digital Channels for Business 
Communication
Elon Musk’s Twitter exchange illustrates how the changes brought about by advances 
in digital communication go much deeper than simply offering new ways to send and 
receive messages. As Chapter 1 notes, these technologies have redefined the relationships 
between companies and their stakeholders in a fundamental way. Digital channels domi-
nate business communication today, and using these platforms effectively will be vital to 
your success.

MEDIA CHOICES FOR BRIEF MESSAGES

Individuals and companies have a broad range of options for sending brief messages (from 
one or two sentences up to several pages long), including the following:

●● Social networks
●● Content-sharing sites
●● Email
●● Messaging
●● Blogging and microblogging
●● Podcasting

This chapter covers all of these media, and Chapters 10 and 11 explore two other 
important digital channels: conventional websites and wikis.

As this list suggests, businesses use many of the same tools you use for personal com-
munication. In general, companies are quick to jump on any communication platform 
where consumers are likely to congregate or that promises more efficient internal or exter-
nal communication.

Although most of your business communication is likely to be via digital means, 
don’t automatically dismiss the benefits of printed messages. Here are several situations 
in which you should use a printed message over digital alternatives:

●● When you want to make a formal impression
●● When you are legally required to provide information in printed form
●● When you want to stand out from the flood of digital messages
●● When you need a permanent, unchangeable, or secure record

Obviously, if you can’t reach a particular audience through digital channels, you’ll 
also need to use a printed message. Appendix A offers guidelines on formatting printed 
memos and letters.

COMPOSITIONAL MODES FOR DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA

As you practice using digital media in this course, focus on the principles of effective com-
munication and the fundamentals of good writing, rather than on the specific details of any 
one medium or system.3 Fortunately, with a few minor adjustments, your skills will transfer 
from one system to another without much trouble.

You can succeed with written communication in virtually all digital media by using 
one of nine compositional modes, each of which is well-suited to particular communica-
tion goals:

●● Conversations. Although they take place via writing, some forms of digital com-
munication function more like real-time conversations than the sharing of written 
documents. The section on messaging (see page 151) explores this important and 
ever-expanding communication format.

●● Comments and critiques. One of the most powerful aspects of social media is the 
opportunity for interested parties to express opinions and provide feedback, whether 
it’s leaving comments on a blog post or reviewing products on an e-commerce site. 
Sharing helpful tips and insightful commentary is also a great way to build your 

1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Identify the major digital 
channels used for brief business 
messages, and describe the nine 
compositional modes needed for 
digital media.

The range of options for short 
business messages continues to 
grow with innovations in digital 
and social media.

Even with the widespread use of 
digital formats, printed memos 
and letters still play an important 
role in business communication.

As you complete assignments in 
this course, focus on the prin-
ciples of effective communication 
and the fundamentals of good 
writing, rather than the technical 
details of any particular digital 
platform.

Communicating successfully with 
digital media requires a wide 
range of writing approaches.
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xviii Preface

Business Communication Essentials helps  students 
develop their skills in the larger  context of being a true 
professional, with all the insights and qualities that 
embodies.

Today’s companies expect employees to put 
technology to effective use on human terms. 
Multiple features and  thoroughly integrated 
coverage of contemporary tools help students hit 
the ground running.

With multiple quick-reference tables, the text serves as a 
valuable resource that students can use in other courses and 
take with them on the job.

As the most compact text in the Bovée-Thill 
series, Business Communication Essentials is 
designed for high- efficiency learning. Students 
can scan concise bulleted lists to get important 
insights and writing tips on a wide variety of 
topics.
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which creates six basic combinations that are discussed in the following sections. Table 3.1 
summarizes the general advantages and disadvantages of the six medium/channel combina-
tions. Specific options within these categories have their own strengths and weaknesses to 
consider as well. (For simplicity’s sake, subsequent chapters occasionally use “digital media” 
to indicate any of the three media types delivered through digital channels.)

Oral Medium, In-Person Channel
The oral medium, in-person channel combo involves talking with people who are in the 
same location, whether it’s a one-on-one conversation over lunch or a more formal speech 
or presentation. Being in the same physical space is a key distinction because it enables the 
nuances of nonverbal communication more than any other medium/channel combination. 
As Chapter 2 points out, these nonverbal signals can carry as much weight in the conversa-
tion as the words being spoken.

The nonverbal and interactive 
aspects of in-person communi-
cation are difficult to replicate 
in most other medium/channel 
combinations.

Medium/Channel Advantages Disadvantages

Oral, in-person ●● Provide opportunity for immediate feedback
●● Easily resolve misunderstandings and negotiate meanings
●● Involve rich nonverbal cues (both physical gestures and 

vocal inflections)
●● Allow expression of the emotion behind your message

●● Restrict participation to those physically present
●● Unless recorded, provide no permanent, verifiable 

record of the communication
●● Can reduce communicator’s control over the 

message

Oral, digital ●● Can provide opportunity for immediate feedback (live phone 
or online conversations)

●● Not restricted to participants in the same location
●● Allow time-shifted consumption (podcasts, for example)

●● Lack nonverbal cues other than voice inflections
●● Can be tedious to listen to if not audience focused 

(recorded messages)

Written, printed ●● Allow writers to plan and control their messages
●● Can reach geographically dispersed audiences
●● Offer a permanent, verifiable record
●● Minimize the distortion that can accompany oral messages
●● Can be used to avoid immediate interactions
●● Deemphasize any inappropriate emotional components
●● Give recipients time to process messages before respond-

ing (compared with oral communication)

●● Offer limited opportunities for timely feedback
●● Lack the rich nonverbal cues provided by oral media
●● Often take more time and more resources to create 

and distribute
●● Can require special skills to prepare or produce if 

document is elaborate

Written, digital In general, all the advantages of written printed documents 
plus:

●● Can be delivered quickly
●● Offer the flexibility of multiple formats and channels, from 

microblogs to wikis
●● Offer the ability to structure messages in creative ways, 

such as writing a headline on Twitter and linking to the full 
message on a blog

●● Can offer links to related and more in-depth information
●● Can increase accessibility and openness in an organization 

through broader sharing
●● Enable audience interaction through social media features
●● Can be easily integrating with other media types, such as 

with embedded videos or photos

●● Can be limited in terms of reach and capability
●● Require Internet or mobile phone connectivity
●● Are vulnerable to security and privacy problems
●● Are easy to overuse (sending too many messages to 

too many recipients)
●● Create privacy risks and concerns (exposing con-

fidential data, employer monitoring, accidental 
forwarding)

●● Entail security risks (viruses, spyware; network 
breaches)

●● Create productivity concerns (frequent interruptions, 
nonbusiness usage)

Visual, printed ●● Can quickly convey complex ideas and relationships
●● Are often less intimidating than long blocks of text
●● Can reduce the burden on the audience to figure out how 

the pieces of a message or concept fit
●● Can be easy to create in spreadsheets and other software 

(simple charts and graphs), then integrate with reports

●● Can require artistic skills to design
●● Require some technical skills to create
●● Can require more time to create than equivalent 

amount of text
●● Can be expensive to print

Visual, digital In general, all the advantages of visual printed documents and 
all the advantages of written digital formats plus:

●● Can personalize and enhance the experience for audience 
members

●● Offer the persuasive power of multimedia formats, particu-
larly video

●● Need time, cost, and skills to create
●● Can require large amounts of bandwidth

TABLE 3.1 Medium/Channel Combinations: Advantages and Disadvantages
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REDEFINING THE OFFICE

Thanks to advances in mobile and distributed communication, the ”office” is no longer what it used to be. Technology lets today’s 
professionals work on the move while staying in close contact with colleagues, customers, and suppliers. These technologies are also 
redefining the very nature of some companies, as they replace traditional hierarchies with highly adaptable, virtual networks.

POWERFUL TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY

The tools of business communication evolve with every advance in digital technology. The 20 technologies highlighted on the next four 
pages help businesses redefine the office, collaborate and share information, connect with stakeholders, and build communities of 
people with shared interests and needs. For more examples of business uses of social media tools in particular, see pages 146–147 in 
Chapter 6.

Web-Based Meetings

Web-based meetings allow team 
members from all over the world 
to interact in real time. Meetings 
can also be recorded for later 
playback and review. Various sys-
tems support instant messaging, 
video, collaborative editing tools, 
and more.

Videoconferencing 
and Telepresence

Shared Online Workspaces

Videoconferencing provides many of 
the beneits of in-person meetings at a 
fraction of the cost. Advanced systems 
feature telepresence, in which the video 
images of meeting participants are life-
sized and extremely realistic.

Online workspaces help teams work pro-
ductively, even if they are on the move or 
spread out around the world. In addition to 
providing controlled access to shared files 
and other digital resources, various systems 
include project management functions, real-
time document editing, group messaging, 
and other collaboration tools.

Voice Technologies

Speech recognition (converting human speech to computer commands) and speech 
synthesis (converting computer commands to human speech) can enhance commu-
nication in many ways, including simplifying mobile computing, assisting workers 
who are unwilling or unable to use keyboards, and allowing ”one-sided” conversa-
tions with information systems. Speech analytics software can evaluate conversa-
tions to improve customer service and other interactions. Mobile VoIP lets people 
make voice calls on WiFi networks to save connection and roaming charges.

Mobile Business Apps

As the range of business software applications on 
smartphones and tablet computers continues to 
expand, almost anything that can be accomplished on 
a regular computer can be done on a mobile device 
(although not always as efficiently or with the same 
feature sets).
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As the third major revolution in business communication in the past two decades (after the World Wide Web and social media), mobile 
communication has the potential to change nearly every aspect of business communication. Here is a small sample of the ways com-
panies are putting mobile to work.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATORS INNOVATING WITH MOBILE

Training

In the face of changing markets, government regulations, and other 
forces in the business environment, developing and maintaining 
employee skill sets is an ongoing challenge for most companies. The 
challenge is made even more difficult when employees are constantly 
on the move or geographically dispersed. With training materials 
developed specifically for mobile devices, companies can deliver train-
ing content when and where it helps employees the most.

Distributed Decision 
Making

A complementary aspect to 
managing remote workers via 
mobile apps is giving employ-
ees the authority to make 
decisions in the field, rather 
than relying on managers 
back in the office. In the oil 
and gas industry, for instance, 
specialized mobile apps 
include tools for data visu-
alization, collaboration, and 
data collection to help on-site 
employees and supervisors 
communicate and coordinate 
their efforts. This capability 
can be particularly vital after 

accidents or other crisis events, because it lets employees who are on 
the scene choose the best course of action without delay.

Mobile Glossary

In addition to terms defined elsewhere in the book, here 
are some helpful mobile terms.

3G, 4G, and 5G

Successive generations of mobile phone technology, 
although the generational boundaries are loosely 
defined and each generation includes a number of 
 competing technologies; roughly speaking, we’re in a 
transition from 3G to 4G now, and 5G (whatever it ends 
up being) won’t arrive for at least several more years.

Android and iOS

The two major operating systems/platforms for mobile 
devices. Android devices are made by a wide variety of 
manufacturers, but iOS devices are made only by Apple.

Bandwidth

A measure of the data-carrying capacity of a mobile, 
Wi-Fi, or other network connection; streaming video 
and other demanding applications require a broadband 
connection, but there’s no general agreement on exactly 
what constitutes broadband.

Cellular Versus Mobile

Two terms for the same concept; cellular (derived from 
the way phone networks are configured) is used mainly 
in the United States, whereas mobile is used more gen-
erally around the world and is also more descriptive, so 
that’s the term used in this book.

Context Awareness

A mobile device’s ability to modify its operation based 
on knowledge of where it is; silencing the ringer when 
you arrive at your office is a simple example.

Geofencing

Using the location-sensing capabilities of mobile 
devices to remotely monitor and control the device and 
its user; delivery companies, for example, can monitor 
where their drivers are and make sure they stay within 
designated areas.
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Value-Added Content via Social Networks

Thousands of companies are on social networking platforms, but bla-
tantly promotional posts are not always welcome by fans and followers. 
Instead, companies such as Whole Foods use social networks to share 
information of interest, such as recipes and nutritional advice.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATORS INNOVATING WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

Companies in virtually every industry use social media and continue to experiment with new ways to connect with customers and other 
stakeholders. From offering helpful tips on using products to helping customers meet each other, these companies show the enormous 
range of possibilities that new media continue to bring to business communication.

Enterprise Social Networking

The social networking concepts that keep you connected with friends 
and family are widely used in business today. Enterprise social networks 
are closed digital communities that connect employees within a com-
pany (and in some cases, selected external business partners). They 
often include a variety of communication and collaboration tools as 
well, including workgroup messaging, online meeting functions, and 
access to work files and other shared resources.

Tweetups

A powerful capability of online social media is bringing 
people with similar interests together offline. Tweetups, 
for example, are in-person meetings planned and orga-
nized over Twitter.
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COMMUNICATING IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

In addition to having the proper skills, you need to learn how to apply those skills in the 
business environment, which can be quite different from your social and scholastic environ-
ments. Every organization has a formal communication network in which ideas and infor-
mation flow along the lines of command in the company’s organization structure. When 
managers inform their subordinates about new company policies or sales representatives 
submit travel reports, they are using the formal communication network. This flow of “offi-
cial” information—downward, upward, and horizontally throughout the organization—
keeps all the parts of a company connected and functioning smoothly.

Every organization also has an informal communication network, often referred to 
as the grapevine or the rumor mill, which encompasses all the “unofficial” communica-
tion that occurs outside the formal network. Some of this informal communication takes 
place naturally when employees interact on the job and in social settings, and some of it 
takes place when the formal network doesn’t provide information that employees want. In 
fact, the limitations of formal communication networks helped spur the growth of social 
media in the business environment. Communication in the informal network is healthy 
and important, because the formal network can’t always capture and share all the infor-
mation that helps people do their jobs. However, if a workplace is rife with rumors and 
company gossip, this could be a sign that the formal network is not functioning effectively.

ADOPTING AN AUDIENCE-CENTERED APPROACH

An audience-centered approach involves understanding and respecting the members of your 
audience and making every effort to get your message across in a way that is meaningful to 
them. This approach is also known as adopting the “you” attitude, in contrast to messages 

Every company has a formal 
communication network, where 
messages follow the lines of 
command in the organization 
structure.

Every company has also has 
an informal communication 
 network—all the communica-
tion that takes place outside the 
 formal network.

Focus on the needs of your audi-
ences to make your messages 
more effective.

Figure 1.3 Elements of Professionalism
To be respected as a true professional, develop these six qualities.

Pros keep their promises,
meet their commitments,
learn from their mistakes,

and take responsibility
for their errors.

Be dependable

Pros strive to excel, and excelling at
every level is how you build a 

great career.

Be the best

Be ethical
Responsible pros work
to avoid ethical lapses
and weigh their options
carefully when facing

ethical dilemmas.

Be positive
You owe it to yourself,

your colleagues, and your
company to maintain a

positive outlook, even when
the going gets tough.

Be respectful
Good business etiquette is a sign
of respect for those around you;

respecting others is not only
good—it’s good for your career.

Be a
team player

Pros know how to 
contribute to a larger

cause and make others
around them better.
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●● Convey a positive, professional attitude when you answer the phone. Answer promptly 
and with a smile so that you sound welcoming. Identify yourself and your company 
(some companies have specific instructions for what to say when you answer). If you 
need to forward a call, put the caller on hold first and call the next person yourself to 
verify that he or she is available.

●● End calls with courtesy and clarity. Close in a friendly, positive manner and double-
check all vital information such as meeting times and dates.

●● Use your own voicemail features to help callers. Record a brief, professional- sounding 
outgoing message for regular use. When you will be away or unable to answer the 
phone for an extended period, record a temporary greeting that tells callers when you 
will respond to their messages. If you don’t check your messages regularly or at all, 
disable your voicemail or use your outgoing message to tell callers you don’t check it. 
Letting voicemail messages pile up without answering them is extremely thoughtless.

●● Be considerate when leaving voicemail messages. Unless voicemail is the best or only 
choice, consider leaving a message through other means, such as text messaging or 
email. If you do leave a voicemail message, make it as brief as possible. Leave your 
name, number, reason for calling, and times you can be reached.

MOBILE DEVICE ETIQUETTE

Your mobile device habits say a lot about how much respect you have for the people around 
you. Avoid these disrespectful choices: 61

●● Using obnoxious ringtones
●● Failing to mute your phone during meetings or other situations where it will inter-

rupt people
●● Talking loudly in open offices or public places
●● Talking on your phone right next to someone else
●● Making or taking unnecessary personal calls at work
●● Invading privacy by using your phone’s camera without permission
●● Taking or making calls in restrooms and other inappropriate places
●● Texting during meals or while someone is talking to you
●● Allowing incoming calls to interrupt meetings or discussions
●● Using voice recognition to the extent that it disrupts others

In general, older employees, managers, and customers are less tolerant of mobile 
device use than younger people are, so don’t assume that your habits will be universally 
acceptable.62 At one extreme, venture capitalist Ben Horowitz fines his employees if 
they even look at a mobile device while an entrepreneur is making a business plan pitch, 
because he considers it disrespectful to the people making presentations.63 Not all bosses 
are quite so strict, but make sure you understand the situation in your workplace.

ONLINE ETIQUETTE

Digital media seem to be a breeding ground for poor etiquette. Follow these guidelines to 
avoid mistakes that could hurt your company or your career:64

●● Avoid personal attacks. The anonymous and instantaneous nature of online com-
munication can cause even level-headed people to lose their tempers.

●● Stay focused on the original topic. If you want to change the subject of an online 
conversation, start with a new message or thread.

●● Don’t present opinions as facts; support facts with evidence. This guideline applies to 
all communication, of course, but online venues in particular seem to tempt people 
into presenting their beliefs and opinions as unassailable truths.

●● Follow basic expectations of  spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. Sending care-
less, acronym-filled messages that look like you’re texting your high school buddies 
creates an unprofessional impression.

●● Use virus protection and keep it up to date. Sending or posting a file that contains a 
computer virus puts others at risk.

If you never or rarely check your 
voicemail, disable it or record an 
outgoing message advising callers 
to reach you another way.

MOBILE APP

The Locale Android app can “geo-
fence” your smartphone, automati-
cally changing settings based on 
your location—such as activating 
silent mode when you arrive at your 
office.

Your mobile phone habits send a 
signal about the degree of respect 
you have for those around you.

Don’t assume your mobile habits 
are universally acceptable.

When you represent your com-
pany online, you must adhere to 
a high standard of etiquette and 
respect for others.
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 Preface xix

Students sometimes flounder when faced with 
unfamiliar or difficult writing  challenges because 
they don’t know how to move a project forward. 
By following the proven three-step process 
described in Business Communication Essentials, 
they never have to feel lost or waste time  figuring 
out what to do next.

Review and test prep is faster than ever—the Learning 
Objectives: Check Your Progress feature has been 
redeveloped as quick-to-read bulleted lists that 
students can scan and memorize easily.

The unique and free Real-Time Updates—
Learn More feature connects students 
with  dozens of carefully selected online 
media items that complement the text’s 
coverage with  additional examples and 
valuable insights. Media items range from 
interactive websites and online videos to 
infographics,  presentations, and podcasts.

In addition, students can explore 
thousands of curated media items in the 
Real-Time Updates system and subscribe 
to weekly updates.
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alternatives are both ethical and valid, or perhaps the alternatives lie somewhere in the 
gray area between clearly right and clearly wrong. Every company has responsibilities to 
multiple groups of people inside and outside the firm, and those various groups often 
have competing interests. For instance, employees generally want higher wages and more 
benefits, but investors who have risked their money in the company want management 
to keep costs low so that profits are strong enough to drive up the stock price. Both sides 
have a valid ethical position.

In contrast, an ethical lapse is a clearly unethical choice. With both internal and exter-
nal communication efforts, the pressure to produce results or justify decisions can make 
unethical communication a tempting choice. Telling a potential customer you can com-
plete a project by a certain date when you know you can’t is simply dishonest, even if you 
need the contract to save your career or your company. There is no ethical dilemma here.

MAKING ETHICAL CHOICES

Ensuring ethical business communication requires three elements: ethical individuals, ethical 
company leadership, and the appropriate policies and structures to support ethical decision 
making.38 Many companies establish an explicit ethics policy using a written code of ethics 
to help employees determine what is acceptable. Showing employees that the company is 
serious about ethical behavior is also vital.

Even the best codes and policies can’t address every unique situation, however. If you 
find yourself in a situation in which the law or a code of ethics can’t guide you, answer 
the following questions:39

●● Have you defined the situation fairly and accurately?
●● What is your intention in communicating this message?
●● What impact will this message have on the people who receive it or who might be 

affected by it?
●● Will the message achieve the greatest possible good while doing the least possible harm?
●● Will the assumptions you’ve made change over time? That is, will a decision that 

seems ethical now seem unethical in the future?
●●  Are you comfortable with your decision? Would you be 

embarrassed if it were spread across the Internet? Think 
about a person you admire and ask yourself what he or 
she would think of your decision.

If you ever have doubts about the legal ramifications of a 
message you intend to distribute, ask for guidance from your 
company’s legal department.

Communicating in a World of Diversity
Throughout your career, you will interact with people from a variety of cultures, people 
who differ in race, age, gender, sexual orientation, national and regional attitudes and 
beliefs, family structure, religion, native language, physical and cognitive abilities, life 
experience, and educational background (see Figure 1.8). Although the concept is often 
narrowly framed in terms of ethnic background, a broader and more useful definition of 
diversity includes “all the characteristics and experiences that define each of us as indi-
viduals.”40 Some aspects of diversity, such as race and age, are inherent. Others, such as 
work history, language, religion, cultural immersion, and education, are acquired through 
life experience.41 Together, these characteristics and experiences can have a profound effect 
on the way businesspeople communicate.

This section looks at the advantages and challenges of a diverse workforce from a 
communication perspective, examines key differences among cultures, and offers advice 
for communicating across cultures.

If you choose an alternative that 
is unethical, you have committed 
an ethical lapse.

Responsible employers establish 
clear ethical guidelines for their 
employees to follow.

MOBILE APP

The PRSA Ethics app is a mobile 
version of the Public Relations Soci-
ety of America’s code of ethics.

If company ethics policies don’t 
cover a specific situation, you can 
ask yourself a number of ques-
tions in order to make an ethical 
choice.

6 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Explain how cultural diversity 
affects business communication, 
and describe the steps you can take 
to communicate more effectively 
across cultural boundaries.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation offers a free Legal Guide for 
Bloggers. Go to real-timeupdates.com/bce8 and select Learn 
More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY VISITING THIS WEBSITE

Guidelines for trouble-free blogging
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●● Choose the best compositional mode for each message, purpose, and network. As 
you visit various social networks, take some time to observe the variety of message 
types you see in different parts of each website. For example, the informal status 
update mode works well for Facebook posts but would be less effective for company 
overviews and mission statements.

●● Offer valuable content to members of  your online communities. People don’t join 
social networks to be sales targets. They join looking for connections and informa-
tion. Content marketing is the practice of providing free information that is valuable 
to community members and also helps a company build closer ties with current and 
potential customers.13

●● Join existing conversations. Search for online conversations that are already taking 
place. Answer questions, solve problems, offer advice, and respond to rumors and 
misinformation.

●● Anchor your online presence in your hub. Although it’s important to join conver-
sations and be visible where your stakeholders are active, it’s equally important to 
anchor your presence at your own central hub—a web presence you own and control. 
This can be a combination of a conventional website, a blog, and a company-spon-
sored online community, for example.14 Use the hub to connect the various pieces of 
your online “self” (as an individual or a company) and help people to find and follow 
you.

●● Facilitate community building. Make it easy for customers and other audiences to 
connect with the company and with each other. For example, you can use the group 
feature on Facebook, LinkedIn, and other social networks to create and foster special-
interest groups within your networks. Groups are a great way to connect people who 
are interested in specific topics, such as owners of a particular product.

●● Restrict conventional promotional efforts to the right time and right place. Persuasive 
communication efforts are still valid for specific communication tasks, such as regu-
lar advertising and the product information pages on a website, but efforts to inject 
blatant “salespeak” into social networking conversations are usually not welcome.

●● Maintain a consistent personality. Each social network is a unique environment with 
particular norms of communication.15 For example, as a strictly business-oriented 

network, LinkedIn has a more formal “vibe” than Facebook, 
which caters to both consumers and businesses. Adapt to the 
expectations of each network, but be sure to maintain a con-
sistent personality across all the networks in which you are 
active.16

See “Writing Promotional Messages for Social Media” in 
Chapter 9 (pages 237–238) for more tips on writing messages 
for social networks and other social media.

Content-Sharing Sites
Social networks allow members to share information and media items as part of the net-
working experience, but a variety of systems have been designed specifically for sharing 
content.

USER-GENERATED CONTENT SITES

YouTube, Flickr, Yelp, and other user-generated content (UGC) sites, in which users rather 
than website owners contribute most or all of the content, have become serious business 
tools. On YouTube, for example, companies post everything from product demonstra-
tions and TV commercials to company profiles and technical support explanations. A 
branded channel on YouTube lets a company organize all its videos in one place, making 
it easy for visitors to browse the selection or subscribe to get automatic updates of future 
videos.

Successful communication on 
social networks starts with choos-
ing the best compositional mode 
for each message.

A hub is a central online location 
such a website or a blog that uni-
fies your online presence.

Products can be promoted on 
social networks, but it needs to be 
done in a low-key, indirect way.

3 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Explain how companies and 
business professionals can use 
content-sharing websites.

YouTube and other user-generated 
content sites are now important 
business communication channels.

See how today’s consumers use the power of social media to get 
satisfaction from companies. Go to real-timeupdates.com/bce8 
and select Learn More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY VIEWING THIS INFOGRAPHIC

Social shaming in today’s business 
landscape
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ASKING FOR INFORMATION OR ACTION

Most of your routine requests will involve asking someone to provide information or take 
some specific action. As you plan your message, think about what you can do to make 
responding to the request as easy as possible for your recipients. Doing so is courteous and 
respectful, and it will likely prompt better and faster responses that will benefit you, too. 
If it’s relevant, point out any benefits of complying with your request, whether it’s a per-
sonal benefit to those involved or something that will benefit your organization as a whole. 
Naturally, be sure to adapt your request to your audience and the situation (see Figure 7.1 
on the next page).

ASKING FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Employers, business partners, investors, lenders, and other organizations often ask appli-
cants to supply references before hiring or promoting people, extending credit, awarding 
contracts, or granting scholarships or other benefits. Consequently, at various stages of your 
career you may need to ask people who know you in a professional or personal capacity to 
provide a recommendation or serve as a reference.

A recommendation usually takes the form of a brief letter or email message that 
expresses someone’s confidence in your ability to perform a job, to fulfill the terms of a 
contract, or to do whatever the situation entails (see page 175). Serving as a reference often 
means agreeing to have a phone conversation or email exchange with a representative from 
the hiring company or other organization involved, during which the person will answer 
questions and provide background information about you. (Before you volunteer anyone’s 
name as a reference, you must ask permission to do so.)

Such requests are usually routine, but you shouldn’t always assume a positive response, 
and a negative response may not be related to your qualifications. You are asking busy 
people to devote time and energy on your behalf, and you’re asking them to put their own 
reputations on the line. In some cases, the person may not know you well enough or may 
not believe that the opportunity you are pursuing is a good fit for you. In addition, when 
it comes to job references, some organizations don’t allow their staff to provide anything 
beyond confirmation of employment.

Open your message by clearly stating why the recommendation is required (if  it’s 
not for a job, be sure to explain its purpose) and what you would like your reader to do 
on your behalf. If  you haven’t had contact with the person for some time, use the open-
ing to trigger memories of the relationship you had, including dates and any special 
events or accomplishments that might bring a clear and favorable picture of you to mind.

Use the body to provide information that will make it easy for the recipient to comply 
with your request:

●● The nature of the opportunity you are pursuing
●● The action you are asking for (such as writing a message or agreeing to answer 

questions)
●● Information that you would like the recommendation to convey, such as your work 

experience, skills, training, character, and fitness for the opportunity
●● Full contact information if  you are asking the person to send a letter or email 

message
●● The application deadline or other date by which you need 

the recommendation

If it gives the recipient a helpful overview of your career 
since your last contact, consider including an up-to-date 
résumé.

Close your message with a sincere thank you. If  you 
are requesting a printed letter, always be sure to enclose a 
stamped, preaddressed envelope as a convenience to the other 
party. Figure 7.2 on page 171 provides an example of a request 
that follows these guidelines.

As you plan a request, think 
about what you can do to make it 
as easy as possible for your recipi-
ents to respond.

For a variety of reasons, you may 
need to ask people who know 
you in a professional or personal 
capacity to provide you with a 
recommendation or serve as a 
reference.

When requesting recommenda-
tions, remember you are asking 
people to put their own reputa-
tions on the line.

Follow these tips to get the most from LinkedIn, including the most 
appropriate and effective ways to ask for recommendations. Go to 
real-timeupdates.com/bce8 and select Learn More in the Stu-
dents section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY VISITING THIS WEBSITE

LinkedIn’s advice for college students
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are specific, such as saying you are fluent in Spanish or have four years of experience 
designing mobile apps. Soft skills are more challenging to express in a convincing way, 
so look for ways to quantify these with details, such as “nominated for the company’s 
leadership development program.”

Identifying these keywords requires some research, but you can uncover many of 
them while you are researching various industries and companies. In particular, study 
job descriptions carefully. In contrast to the action verbs 
that catch a human reader’s attention, keywords that catch 
a computer’s attention are usually nouns that describe the 
specific skills, attributes, and experiences an employer is 
looking for in a candidate. Keywords can include the busi-
ness and technical terms associated with a specific profes-
sion, industry-specific jargon, names or types of products 
or systems used in a profession, job titles, and college 
degrees.23

Name and Contact Information
Your name and contact information constitute the heading of your résumé; include the 
following:

●● Name
●● Address (both permanent and temporary, if  you’re likely to move during the job-

search process)
●● Email address
●● Phone number(s)
●● The URL of your personal webpage, e-portfolio, or social media résumé (if  you  

have one)

If the only email address you have is through your current employer, get a free per-
sonal email address from Google Gmail, Microsoft Outlook, or a similar service. It’s not 
fair to your current employer to use company resources for a job search, and doing so 
sends a bad signal to potential employers. Choose a straightforward address that includes 
your first and last names, along with any additional numbers you might need to make it 
unique, such as taylor.jonson123@gmail.com.

Introductory Statement
You have three options for a brief introductory statement that follows your name and 
 contact information:24

●● Career objective. A career objective identifies either a specific job you want to land or 
a general career track you would like to pursue. Some experts advise against including 
a career objective because it can categorize you so narrowly that you miss out on 
interesting opportunities, and it is essentially about fulfilling your desires, not about 
meeting the employer’s needs. In the past, most résumés included a career objective, 
but in recent years more job seekers are using a qualifications summary or a career 
summary. However, if you have little or no work experience in your target profession, 
a career objective might be your best option. If you do opt for an objective, word it 
in a way that relates your qualifications to employer needs.

●● Qualifications summary. A qualifications summary offers a brief view of your key 
qualifications. The goal is to let a reader know within a few seconds what you can 
deliver. You can title this section generically as “Qualifications Summary” or “Sum-
mary of Qualifications,” or, if  you have one dominant qualification, you can use 
that as the title. Consider using a qualifications summary if you have one or more 
important qualifications but don’t yet have a long career history. Also, if you haven’t 
been working long but your college education has given you a dominant professional 

Be sure to provide complete and 
accurate contact information; 
mistakes in this section of the 
résumé are surprisingly common.

Use a professional-sounding  
email address for business  
correspondence, such as  
firstname.lastname@gmail.com).

You can choose to open with a 
career objective, a qualifications 
summary, or a career summary.

If you have a focused skill set but 
don’t yet have a long career his-
tory, a qualifications summary is 
probably the best type of intro-
ductory statement for you.

This list of tips and tools will help you find the right keywords to cus-
tomize your résumé for every opportunity. Go to real- timeupdates 
.com/bce8 and select Learn More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES 

LEARN MORE BY VISITING THIS WEBSITE

Find the keywords that will light up 
your résumé 
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personalities. Some are intense; others are more laid back. Some emphasize teamwork; 
others expect employees to forge their own way and even compete with one another. 
Expectations also vary from job to job within a company and 
from industry to industry. An outgoing personality is essen-
tial for sales but less so for research, for instance.

Beyond these two general questions, most employ-
ers look for the qualities of professionalism described in 
 Chapter 1 (see page 6). Throughout the interview process, 
look for opportunities to show your commitment to excel-
lence, dependability, teamwork, etiquette, ethics, and positive 
attitude.

PREEMPLOYMENT TESTING AND BACKGROUND CHECKS

In an effort to improve the predictability of the selection process, many employers now 
conduct a variety of preemployment evaluations and investigations. Here are types of assess-
ments you are likely to encounter during your job search:

●● Integrity, personality, and cognitive ability tests. Most midsize and large companies 
screen candidates with tests designed to ensure compatibility with the job and with 
the company’s values. These tests can cover such areas as emotional intelligence, eth-
ics, and problem solving.23

●● Job knowledge and job skills tests. These assessments measure the knowledge and 
skills required to succeed in a particular position. An accounting candidate, for exam-
ple, might be tested on accounting principles and legal matters (knowledge) and asked 
to create a simple balance sheet or income statement (skills).

●● Substance tests. Many companies perform some level of drug and alcohol testing. If 
you take prescription painkillers or other medication that trigger an alert, you will 
need to show proof of the prescription.24

●● Background checks. In addition to testing, most companies conduct some level of 
background checks, including reviewing your credit record, reviewing your driving 
record, checking to see whether you have a criminal history, confirming your identity, 
and verifying your education. Note that you must consent to a background check, 
and if a company finds something negative, it must report that information to you 
and give you the opportunity to explain.25

●● Online searches. Finally, you should assume that every employer will conduct a gen-
eral online search on you. To help prevent a background check from tripping you up, 
verify that your college transcripts are current, look for any mistakes or outdated 
information in your credit record, plug your name into multiple search engines to see 
whether anything embarrassing shows up, and scour your social network profiles and 
connections for potential problems. Some companies have asked applicants for the 
passwords to their social media accounts, but a number 
of states have begun to outlaw this practice.26

If you’re concerned about any preemployment test, ask 
the employer for more information or ask your college career 
center for advice. You can also get more information from the 
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
at www.eeoc.gov.

Preparing for a Job Interview
Now that you’re armed with insights into the interviewing and assessment process, you’re 
ready to begin preparing for your interviews. Preparation will help you feel more confi-
dent and perform better under pressure, and it starts with learning about the 
organization.

Preemployment tests attempt to 
provide objective, quantitative 
information about a candidate’s 
skills, attitudes, and habits.

Google yourself before employers 
do; you need to know what they 
are likely to find when they study 
your online presence.

3 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

List six tasks you need to 
complete in order to prepare for a 
successful job interview.

MIT career advisor Lily Zhang handpicked these talks for the 
insights they can give all job hunters. Go to real-timeupdates 
.com/bce8 and select Learn More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY WATCHING THESE VIDEOS

Five TED talks that will help you prepare 
for interviews

Find out what employers can and cannot ask about you during the 
recruiting process. Go to real-timeupdates.com/bce8 and select 
Learn More in the Students section.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

LEARN MORE BY READING THIS ARTICLE

Know your privacy rights
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Understanding the Three-Step Writing 
Process
No matter what kind of information you need to convey, your goal is to craft a message 
that is effective (it meets your audience’s needs and gets your points across) and efficient 
(it makes the best use of your time and your audience’s time). Following a clear and proven 
three-step process (see Figure 3.1) will help you meet both goals:

●● Planning business messages. To plan any message, first analyze the situation by defin-
ing your purpose and developing a profile of your audience. When you’re sure about 
what you need to accomplish with your message, gather the information that will 
meet your audience’s needs. Next, select the right combination of  media and channels 
for producing and delivering your message. Then organize the information by defin-
ing your main idea, limiting your scope, selecting the direct or indirect approach, and 
outlining your content. Planning messages is the focus of this chapter.

●● Writing business messages. After you’ve planned your message, adapt your approach 
to your audience with sensitivity, relationship skills, and style. Then you’re ready to 
compose your message by choosing strong words, creating effective sentences, and 
developing coherent paragraphs. Writing business messages is discussed in Chapter 4.

1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Describe the three-step writing 
process, and explain why it will help 
you create better messages in less 
time.

The three-step writing process 
consists of planning, writing, and 
completing your messages.

Figure 3.1 The Three-Step Writing Process
This three-step process will help you create more effective messages in any medium. As you get more practice with the process, it will become easier 
and more automatic.
Sources: Based in part on Kevin J. Harty and John Keenan, Writing for Business and Industry: Process and Product (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987), 3–4; 
Richard Hatch, Business Writing (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1983), 88–89; Richard Hatch, Business Communication Theory and Technique (Chicago: Science 
Research Associates, 1983), 74–75; Center for Humanities, Writing as a Process: A Step-by-Step Guide (Mount Kisco, N.Y.: Center for Humanities, 1987); Michael L. Keene, 
Effective Professional Writing (New York: D. C. Heath, 1987), 28–34.

Analyze the Situation
Define your purpose and develop
an audience profile.

Gather Information
Determine audience needs and
obtain the information necessary to
satisfy those needs.

Choose Medium and Channel
Identify the best combination for the
situation, message, and audience.

Organize the Information
Define your main idea, limit your
scope, select a direct or an indirect
approach, and outline your content.

Adapt to Your Audience
Be sensitive to audience needs by
using a “you” attitude, politeness,
positive emphasis, and unbiased
language. Build a strong rela-
tionship with your audience by
establishing your credibility and
projecting your company’s
preferred image. Control your style
with a conversational tone, plain
English, and appropriate voice.

Compose the Message
Choose strong words that will help
you create effective sentences and
coherent paragraphs.

Revise the Message
Evaluate content and review
readability, edit and rewrite for
conciseness and clarity.

Produce the Message
Use effective design elements
and suitable layout for a clean,
professional appearance.

Proofread the Message
Review for errors in layout,
spelling, and mechanics.

Distribute the Message
Deliver your message using the
chosen medium; make sure all
documents and all relevant files
are distributed successfully.

Plan Write Complete1 2 3

stalls, to reiterate what the company stands for and how it can 
overcome the odds.1

This chapter is the first of three that explore the three-step 
writing process, a time-tested method for creating more-effective 

messages in less time. The techniques you’ll learn in this chapter, 
including using storytelling in business communication, will help 
you plan and organize messages that capture and keep your 
audience’s attention.
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Learning Objectives:  
Check Your Progress

Objective 1: Identify the major digital channels used for brief  
business messages, and describe the nine compositional modes 
needed for digital media.

Primary digital media for short business messages include:
●● Social networks
●● Information- and content-sharing websites
●● Email
●● Messaging
●● Blogging and microblogging
●● Podcasting

The nine compositional modes are:
●● Conversations
●● Comments and critiques
●● Orientations
●● Summaries
●● Reference materials
●● Narratives
●● Teasers
●● Status updates and announcements
●● Tutorials

Objective 2: Describe the use of  social networks in business 
communication.

Businesses use three major types of social networks:
●● Public, general purpose networks such as Facebook
●● Public, specialized networks such as LinkedIn
●● Private, internal networks

Businesses use social networks in a variety of ways:
●● Integrating company workforces
●● Fostering collaboration
●● Building communities
●● Socializing brands and companies
●● Understanding target markets
●● Recruiting employees and business partners
●● Connecting with sales prospects
●● Supporting customers
●● Extending the organization
●● Crowdspeaking

Objective 3: Explain how companies and business profession-
als can use content-sharing websites.

●● User-generated content sites such as YouTube let compa-
nies host media items that customers and other stakeholders 
contribute.

●● Content curation sites let professionals and consumers with 
expertise or interest in a particular field to collect and repub-
lish material on a particular topic.

●● Community Q&A sites give individuals the opportunity to 
build their personal brands by providing expertise, and they 
give companies the chance to address customer complaints 
and correct misinformation.

Objective 4: Describe the evolving role of  email in business 
communication, and explain how to adapt the three-step writ-
ing process to email messages.

●● As the earliest widely available digital channel, email was 
applied to a broad range of communication tasks—some it 
was well suited for and some it wasn’t.

●● Over time, newer media such as messaging and social net-
works have been taking over some of these tasks.

●● Email remains a vital medium that is optimum for many pri-
vate, short to medium-length messages.

The three-step process adapts easily to email communication:
●● Make sure every message has a valuable purpose.
●● Spend at least a moment or two planning each message; it will 

save you time and lead to better messages.
●● When writing email messages, bear in mind that the expecta-

tions of writing quality and formality are higher with busi-
ness email.

●● Take care with the subject line; it often determines whether 
and when recipients open and read the message.

●● Completing email messages is straightforward. Proof and 
revise messages, stick with a clean design, make use of the 
email signature feature, and make sure you distribute the mes-
sage to the right people.

Objective 5: Describe the advantages and disadvantages of  
business messaging, and identify guidelines for effective mes-
saging in the workplace.

Business messaging offers several key advantages:
●● It can mimic conversation more closely than email.
●● With closed, private systems, administrators can choose who 

is allowed to participate.
●● It’s a good choice when senders want messages to be seen and 

acted on immediately.

Messaging also has some potential disadvantages:
●● Users are at the mercy of other users’ typing speed and accuracy.
●● Messaging systems vary widely in their levels of security and 

privacy.

Chapter Review and Activities

MyLab Business Communication
Go to www.pearson.com/mylab/business-communication 
to complete the problems marked with this icon .
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xx Preface

No other textbook comes close to offering the 
resources that Bovée and Thill provide free to 
 students and instructors:

●● Sponsored instructor communities on LinkedIn and 
Facebook with nearly two thousand members

●● Tips and techniques in Bovée and Thill’s  Business 
Communication Blog and Twitter feed

●● The Bovée & Thill channel on YouTube

●● Business Communication Headline News

●● Videos and PowerPoint presentations on SlideShare

●● Hundreds of infographics, videos, articles,  podcasts, 
and  PowerPoints on the Business  Communication 
Pictorial Gallery on Pinterest

●● The Ultimate Guide to Resources for Teaching Busi-
ness Communication

●● Curated magazines for business  communication on 
Scoop.it

Links to all these services and resources can be found 
at blog.businesscommunicationnetwork.com/
resources.

Expand your classroom resources with both 
curated content and original videos and 
presentations.

Bovée and Thill’s Business Communication 
Blog offers original insights and teaching 
tips to enhance your lectures.
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 Preface xxi

MYLAB BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

Reach every student with MyLab
MyLab is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. 
By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab 
personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. Learn more at 
MyLab Business Communication.

Deliver trusted content
You deserve teaching materials that meet your own high standards for your course. That’s 
why we partner with highly respected authors to develop interactive content and course-
specific resources that you can trust — and that keep your students engaged.

MyLab Business Communication offers a variety of grammar exercises, flashcards, 
and audio lessons to test your learning and skills and get instant feedback.

Empower each learner
Each student learns at a different pace. Personalized learning pinpoints the precise areas 
where each student needs practice, giving all students the support they need — when and 
where they need it — to be successful.

Teach your course your way
Your course is unique. So whether you’d like to build your own assignments, teach mul-
tiple sections, or set prerequisites, MyLab gives you the flexibility to easily create your 
course to fit your needs.

Improve student results  
When you teach with MyLab, student performance improves. That’s why instructors have 
chosen MyLab for over 15 years, touching the lives of over 50 million students. Learn 
more.
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xxii Preface

Developing Employability 
Skills
In addition to helping students develop a full range of com-
munication skills, Business Communication Essentials will 
enhance a wide range of other skills that experts say are 
vital for success in the 21st-century workplace:

●● Critical thinking. In many assignments and activities, 
students need to define and solve problems and make 
decisions or form judgments.

●● Collaboration. Team-skills assignments provide mul-
tiple opportunities to work with classmates on reports, 
presentations, and other projects.

●● Knowledge application and analysis. From the basic 
communication process to strategies for specific mes-
sage types, students will learn a variety of concepts and 
apply that knowledge to a wide range of challenges.

●● Business ethics and social responsibility. Ethical choices 
are stressed from the beginning of the book, and mul-
tiple projects encourage students to be mindful of the 
ethical implications that they could encounter in similar 
projects on the job.

●● Information technology skills. Projects and activities 
in every chapter help students build skills with technol-
ogy, including document preparation tools, online com-
munication services, presentation software, and 
messaging systems.

●● Data literacy. Report projects in particular present 
opportunities to fine-tune data literacy skills, including 
the ability to access, assess, interpret, manipulate, sum-
marize, and communicate data.

Hundreds of realistic exercises, activities, and cases offer an 
array of opportunities for students to practice vital skills and 
put newfound knowledge to immediate use.

These resources are logically sorted by learning category, 
from conceptual recall to situational analysis to skill 
development.

To help instructors zero in on specific learning needs, 
activities are tagged in multiple ways, from media usage to 
team skills.
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●● Messaging is a lean medium with less ability to convey 
nuances and nonverbal signals.

Follow these guidelines for effective messaging:
●● Be thoughtful and courteous.
●● Make yourself unavailable when you need to focus on other 

work.
●● If  you’re not on a secure system, don’t send confidential 

information.
●● Be extremely careful about sending personal messages.
●● Don’t use messaging for impromptu meetings if  you can’t 

verify that everyone concerned is available.
●● Don’t use messaging for lengthy, complex messages.
●● Avoid carrying on multiple conversations at once.
●● Follow all security guidelines.

Objective 6: Describe the use of  blogging and microblogging in 
business communication, and briefly explain how to adapt the 
three-step process to blogging.

Businesses use blogs and microblogs in a variety of ways:
●● Social media anchoring
●● Project management and team communication
●● Internal news and employee engagement
●● Customer support
●● Public relations and media relations
●● Recruiting
●● Policy and issue discussions
●● Crisis communication
●● Market research
●● Brainstorming
●● Word-of-mouth marketing
●● Community building

The three-step process adapts readily to blogging:
●● Planning: Pay particular attention to defining your audience, 

identifying the overall purpose of your blog and specific pur-
poses of each post, and establishing a scope that is narrow 
enough to be focused but broad enough to afford a steady 
supply of topics.

●● Writing: Be sure to write in a personal, authentic style, with-
out slipping into overly familiar or careless writing.

●● Completing: Perform the usual tasks of proofing and revis-
ing, along with the particular tasks needed to distribute your 
posts via newsfeeds.

Objective 7: Explain how to adapt the three-step writing pro-
cess to podcasts.

The three-step process adapts readily to podcasting:
●● Planning: Focus on analyzing the situation, gathering the 

information you’ll need, and organizing your material. Before 
launching a podcast, make sure your purpose is rich enough 
to be sustainable.

●● Writing: Although you probably won’t script every episode, think 
through what you want to say so you don’t wander off topic, and 
pay close attention to previews, transitions, and reviews.

●● Completing (production): Consider the necessary level of 
production quality; good-quality podcasts usually require 
some specialized hardware and software. 

Test Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-1. What are the situations in which a printed memo or letter 

might be preferable to a digital message? [LO-1]
 6-2. How do the compositional modes of orientations, sum-

maries, and teasers differ? [LO-2]
 6-3. Why are subject lines important in email messages? [LO-4]
 6-4. What is word-of-mouth marketing? [LO-6]
 6-5. How can Twitter be used to crowdsource research? [LO-6]

Apply Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-6. What are three innovative ways you could optimize your 

college’s website for mobile devices? [LO-1]
 6-7. Can your company stay in control of its messages if  it 

stays off social media? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-8. Is leveraging your connections on social networks for busi-

ness purposes ethical? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-9. If one of the benefits of blogging is the personal, intimate 

style of writing, is it a good idea to limit your creativity 
by adhering to conventional rules of grammar, spelling, 
and mechanics? Why or why not? [LO-6]

 6-10. If  you know that most readers of  your management 
advice blog access it on mobile devices, should you 
switch to Twitter instead so the shorter messages would 
be easier to read on small screens? Why or why not? 
[LO-6]

 6-11. Given the strict limits on length, should all your micro-
blogging messages function as teasers that link to more 
detailed information on a blog or website? Why or why 
not? [LO-6]

 6-12. What are some ways the president of a hiking equipment 
company could use Twitter to engage potential customers 
without being overtly promotional? [LO-6]

Practice Your Skills
Exercises for Perfecting Your Writing

To review chapter content related to each set of exercises, refer 
to the indicated Learning Objective.
 6-13. Planning: Creating an Audience Profile, Selecting Media 

[LO-1], Chapter 3 You are in charge of public relations for 
a cruise line that operates out of Miami. You are shocked 
to read a letter in a local newspaper from a disgruntled 
passenger complaining about the service and entertain-
ment on a recent cruise. You will have to respond to these 
publicized criticisms in some way.

   What audiences will you need to consider in your 
response? For each of these audiences, which combina-
tions of media and channels should you use to send your 
message?

 6-14. Media Skills: Blogging [LO-6] The members of the proj-
ect team of which you are the leader have enthusiasti-
cally embraced blogging as a communication medium. 
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●● Messaging is a lean medium with less ability to convey 
nuances and nonverbal signals.

Follow these guidelines for effective messaging:
●● Be thoughtful and courteous.
●● Make yourself unavailable when you need to focus on other 

work.
●● If  you’re not on a secure system, don’t send confidential 

information.
●● Be extremely careful about sending personal messages.
●● Don’t use messaging for impromptu meetings if  you can’t 

verify that everyone concerned is available.
●● Don’t use messaging for lengthy, complex messages.
●● Avoid carrying on multiple conversations at once.
●● Follow all security guidelines.

Objective 6: Describe the use of  blogging and microblogging in 
business communication, and briefly explain how to adapt the 
three-step process to blogging.

Businesses use blogs and microblogs in a variety of ways:
●● Social media anchoring
●● Project management and team communication
●● Internal news and employee engagement
●● Customer support
●● Public relations and media relations
●● Recruiting
●● Policy and issue discussions
●● Crisis communication
●● Market research
●● Brainstorming
●● Word-of-mouth marketing
●● Community building

The three-step process adapts readily to blogging:
●● Planning: Pay particular attention to defining your audience, 

identifying the overall purpose of your blog and specific pur-
poses of each post, and establishing a scope that is narrow 
enough to be focused but broad enough to afford a steady 
supply of topics.

●● Writing: Be sure to write in a personal, authentic style, with-
out slipping into overly familiar or careless writing.

●● Completing: Perform the usual tasks of proofing and revis-
ing, along with the particular tasks needed to distribute your 
posts via newsfeeds.

Objective 7: Explain how to adapt the three-step writing pro-
cess to podcasts.

The three-step process adapts readily to podcasting:
●● Planning: Focus on analyzing the situation, gathering the 

information you’ll need, and organizing your material. Before 
launching a podcast, make sure your purpose is rich enough 
to be sustainable.

●● Writing: Although you probably won’t script every episode, think 
through what you want to say so you don’t wander off topic, and 
pay close attention to previews, transitions, and reviews.

●● Completing (production): Consider the necessary level of 
production quality; good-quality podcasts usually require 
some specialized hardware and software. 

Test Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-1. What are the situations in which a printed memo or letter 

might be preferable to a digital message? [LO-1]
 6-2. How do the compositional modes of orientations, sum-

maries, and teasers differ? [LO-2]
 6-3. Why are subject lines important in email messages? [LO-4]
 6-4. What is word-of-mouth marketing? [LO-6]
 6-5. How can Twitter be used to crowdsource research? [LO-6]

Apply Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-6. What are three innovative ways you could optimize your 

college’s website for mobile devices? [LO-1]
 6-7. Can your company stay in control of its messages if  it 

stays off social media? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-8. Is leveraging your connections on social networks for busi-

ness purposes ethical? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-9. If one of the benefits of blogging is the personal, intimate 

style of writing, is it a good idea to limit your creativity 
by adhering to conventional rules of grammar, spelling, 
and mechanics? Why or why not? [LO-6]

 6-10. If  you know that most readers of  your management 
advice blog access it on mobile devices, should you 
switch to Twitter instead so the shorter messages would 
be easier to read on small screens? Why or why not? 
[LO-6]

 6-11. Given the strict limits on length, should all your micro-
blogging messages function as teasers that link to more 
detailed information on a blog or website? Why or why 
not? [LO-6]

 6-12. What are some ways the president of a hiking equipment 
company could use Twitter to engage potential customers 
without being overtly promotional? [LO-6]

Practice Your Skills
Exercises for Perfecting Your Writing

To review chapter content related to each set of exercises, refer 
to the indicated Learning Objective.
 6-13. Planning: Creating an Audience Profile, Selecting Media 

[LO-1], Chapter 3 You are in charge of public relations for 
a cruise line that operates out of Miami. You are shocked 
to read a letter in a local newspaper from a disgruntled 
passenger complaining about the service and entertain-
ment on a recent cruise. You will have to respond to these 
publicized criticisms in some way.

   What audiences will you need to consider in your 
response? For each of these audiences, which combina-
tions of media and channels should you use to send your 
message?

 6-14. Media Skills: Blogging [LO-6] The members of the proj-
ect team of which you are the leader have enthusiasti-
cally embraced blogging as a communication medium. 
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●● Messaging is a lean medium with less ability to convey 
nuances and nonverbal signals.

Follow these guidelines for effective messaging:
●● Be thoughtful and courteous.
●● Make yourself unavailable when you need to focus on other 

work.
●● If  you’re not on a secure system, don’t send confidential 

information.
●● Be extremely careful about sending personal messages.
●● Don’t use messaging for impromptu meetings if  you can’t 

verify that everyone concerned is available.
●● Don’t use messaging for lengthy, complex messages.
●● Avoid carrying on multiple conversations at once.
●● Follow all security guidelines.

Objective 6: Describe the use of  blogging and microblogging in 
business communication, and briefly explain how to adapt the 
three-step process to blogging.

Businesses use blogs and microblogs in a variety of ways:
●● Social media anchoring
●● Project management and team communication
●● Internal news and employee engagement
●● Customer support
●● Public relations and media relations
●● Recruiting
●● Policy and issue discussions
●● Crisis communication
●● Market research
●● Brainstorming
●● Word-of-mouth marketing
●● Community building

The three-step process adapts readily to blogging:
●● Planning: Pay particular attention to defining your audience, 

identifying the overall purpose of your blog and specific pur-
poses of each post, and establishing a scope that is narrow 
enough to be focused but broad enough to afford a steady 
supply of topics.

●● Writing: Be sure to write in a personal, authentic style, with-
out slipping into overly familiar or careless writing.

●● Completing: Perform the usual tasks of proofing and revis-
ing, along with the particular tasks needed to distribute your 
posts via newsfeeds.

Objective 7: Explain how to adapt the three-step writing pro-
cess to podcasts.

The three-step process adapts readily to podcasting:
●● Planning: Focus on analyzing the situation, gathering the 

information you’ll need, and organizing your material. Before 
launching a podcast, make sure your purpose is rich enough 
to be sustainable.

●● Writing: Although you probably won’t script every episode, think 
through what you want to say so you don’t wander off topic, and 
pay close attention to previews, transitions, and reviews.

●● Completing (production): Consider the necessary level of 
production quality; good-quality podcasts usually require 
some specialized hardware and software. 

Test Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-1. What are the situations in which a printed memo or letter 

might be preferable to a digital message? [LO-1]
 6-2. How do the compositional modes of orientations, sum-

maries, and teasers differ? [LO-2]
 6-3. Why are subject lines important in email messages? [LO-4]
 6-4. What is word-of-mouth marketing? [LO-6]
 6-5. How can Twitter be used to crowdsource research? [LO-6]

Apply Your Knowledge
To review chapter content related to each question, refer to the 
indicated Learning Objective.
 6-6. What are three innovative ways you could optimize your 

college’s website for mobile devices? [LO-1]
 6-7. Can your company stay in control of its messages if  it 

stays off social media? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-8. Is leveraging your connections on social networks for busi-

ness purposes ethical? Why or why not? [LO-2]
 6-9. If one of the benefits of blogging is the personal, intimate 

style of writing, is it a good idea to limit your creativity 
by adhering to conventional rules of grammar, spelling, 
and mechanics? Why or why not? [LO-6]

 6-10. If  you know that most readers of  your management 
advice blog access it on mobile devices, should you 
switch to Twitter instead so the shorter messages would 
be easier to read on small screens? Why or why not? 
[LO-6]

 6-11. Given the strict limits on length, should all your micro-
blogging messages function as teasers that link to more 
detailed information on a blog or website? Why or why 
not? [LO-6]

 6-12. What are some ways the president of a hiking equipment 
company could use Twitter to engage potential customers 
without being overtly promotional? [LO-6]

Practice Your Skills
Exercises for Perfecting Your Writing

To review chapter content related to each set of exercises, refer 
to the indicated Learning Objective.
 6-13. Planning: Creating an Audience Profile, Selecting Media 

[LO-1], Chapter 3 You are in charge of public relations for 
a cruise line that operates out of Miami. You are shocked 
to read a letter in a local newspaper from a disgruntled 
passenger complaining about the service and entertain-
ment on a recent cruise. You will have to respond to these 
publicized criticisms in some way.

   What audiences will you need to consider in your 
response? For each of these audiences, which combina-
tions of media and channels should you use to send your 
message?

 6-14. Media Skills: Blogging [LO-6] The members of the proj-
ect team of which you are the leader have enthusiasti-
cally embraced blogging as a communication medium. 
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recordings are too long and rambling and that the infor-
mation they contain isn’t valuable enough to justify the 
time it takes to listen. You aren’t pleased, but you want to 
improve. An assistant transcribes the introduction to last 
week’s podcast so you can review it. Revise the introduc-
tion based on what you’ve learned in this chapter.

So there I am, having lunch with Selma Gill, who just joined 
and took over the Northeast sales region from Jackson Stroud. 
In walks our beloved CEO with Selma’s old boss at Uni-Plex; 
turns out they were finalizing a deal to co-brand our prod-
ucts and theirs and to set up a joint distribution program in all 
four domestic regions. Pretty funny, huh? Selma left Uni-Plex 
because she wanted sell our products instead, and now she’s 
back selling her old stuff, too. Anyway, try to chat with her when 
you can; she knows the biz inside and out and probably can 
offer insight into just about any sales challenge you might be 
running up against. We’ll post more info on the co-brand deal 
next week; should be a boost for all of us. Other than those 
two news items, the other big news this week is the change in 
commission reporting. I’ll go into the details in minute, but when 
you log onto the intranet, you’ll now see your sales results split 
out by product line and industry sector. Hope this helps you see 
where you’re doing well and where you might beef things up a 
bit. Oh yeah, I almost forgot the most important bit. Speaking of 
our beloved CEO, Thomas is going to be our guest of honor, so 
to speak, at the quarterly sales meeting next week and wants an 
update on how petroleum prices are affecting customer behav-
ior. Each district manager should be ready with a brief report. 
After I go through the commission reporting scheme, I’ll outline 
what you need to prepare.

 6-34. Media Skills: Podcasting [LO-7] To access this podcast exer-
cise, visit real-timeupdates.com/bce8, select Student Assign-
ments, and select Chapter 6 Podcast. Listen to the podcast. 
Identify at least three ways in which the podcast could be 
improved, then draft a brief email message you could send 
to the podcaster with your suggestions for improvement.

Expand Your Skills
Critique the Professionals

Locate the YouTube channel page of any company you find inter-
esting and assess its social networking presence using the criteria 
for effective communication discussed in this chapter and your 
own experience using social media. What does this company do 
well with its YouTube channel? How might it improve? Using 
whatever medium your instructor requests, write a brief analysis 
of the company’s YouTube presence (no more than one page), cit-
ing specific elements from the piece and support from the chapter.

Sharpen Your Career Skills Online

Bovée and Thill’s Business Communication Web Search, at 
 websearch.businesscommunicationnetwork.com, is a unique 
research tool designed specifically for business communication 
research. Use the Web Search function to find a website, video, 
article, podcast, or presentation that offers advice on using social 
media in business. Write a brief email message to your instruc-
tor or a post for your class blog, describing the item that you 
found and summarizing the career skills information you learned 
from it.

SOCIAL NETWORKING SKILLS

6-35. Media Skills: Social Networking; Online Etiquette  
[LO-2], Chapter 2 Employees who take pride in their work are 
a practically priceless resource for any business. However, pride 
can sometimes manifest itself in negative ways when employ-
ees face criticism—and public criticism is a fact of life in social 
media. Imagine that your company has recently experienced 
a rash of product quality problems, and these problems have 
generated some unpleasant and occasionally unfair criticism 
on a variety of social media sites. Someone even set up a Face-
book page specifically to give customers a place to vent their 
frustrations.

You and your public relations team jumped into action, 
responding to complaints with offers to provide replacement 
products and help customers who have been affected by the qual-
ity problems. Everything seemed to be going as well as could 
be expected, until you were checking a few industry blogs one 
evening and discovered that two engineers in your company’s 
product design lab have been responding to complaints on 
their own. They identified themselves as company employees 
and defended their product design, blaming the company’s 

Cases
production department and even criticizing several customers 
for lacking the skills needed to use such a sophisticated prod-
uct. Within a matter of minutes, you see their harsh comments 
being retweeted and reposted on multiple sites, only fueling the 
fire of negative feedback against your firm. Needless to say, you 
are horrified.

Your task: You manage to reach the engineers by private mes-
sage and tell them to stop posting messages, but you realize you 
have a serious training issue on your hands. Write a post for the 
internal company blog that advises employees on how to respond 
appropriately when they are representing the company online. 
Use your imagination to make up any details you need.

SOCIAL NETWORKING SKILLS

6-36. Media Skills: Social Networking [LO-2] Social media 
can be a great way to, well, socialize during your college years, 
but employers are increasingly checking up on the online activi-
ties of potential hires to avoid bringing in employees who may 
reflect poorly on the company.
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EMAIL SKILLS/TEAM SKILLS/PORTFOLIO 
BUILDER

 7-34. Message Strategies: Routine Responses [LO-4] As 
administrative assistant to Walmart’s director of marketing, you 
have just received a request from the company’s webmaster to 
analyze Walmart’s website from a consumer’s point of view.

Your task: With a teammate, visit www.walmart.com and 
browse through the site, considering the language, layout, graph-
ics, and overall ease of use. In particular, look for aspects of 
the site that might be confusing or frustrating—annoyances that 
could prompt shoppers to abandon their quests and head to a 
competitor such as Target or Amazon. Summarize your findings 
and recommendations in an email message that could be sent to 
the webmaster.

EMAIL SKILLS

 7-35. Message Strategies: Granting Claims [LO-4] Like 
many of the staff at Razer, you are an avid game player. You can 
therefore sympathize with a customer who got so excited dur-
ing a hotly contested game that he slammed his Razer Anansi 
keyboard against his chair in celebration. Razer products are 
built for serious action, but no keyboard can withstand a blow 
like that. However, in the interest of building goodwill among 
the online gaming community, your manager has approved a free 
replacement. This sort of damage is rare enough that the com-
pany isn’t worried about unleashing a flood of similar requests.

Your task: Respond to Louis Hapsberg’s email request for a 
replacement, in which he admitted to inflicting some abuse on this 
keyboard. Explain, tongue in cheek, that the company is “reward-
ing” him with a free keyboard in honor of his massive gaming 
win, but gently remind him that even the most robust electronic 
equipment needs to be used with care. You can learn more about 
the company and its products at www.razerzone.com.

PODCASTING SKILLS/TEAM SKILLS

 7-36. Message Strategies: Writing Instructions [LO-4], 
Chapter 6 As a training specialist in the human resources 
department at Winnebago Industries, you’re always on the look-
out for new ways to help employees learn vital job skills. While 
watching a production worker page through a training manual 
to learn how to assemble a new recreational vehicle, you get what 
seems to be a great idea: Record the assembly instructions as 
audio files that workers can listen to while performing the neces-
sary steps. With audio instructions, they wouldn’t need to keep 
shifting their eyes between the product and the manual—and 
constantly losing their place. They could focus on the product 
and listen for each instruction. Plus, the new system wouldn’t 
cost much at all; any computer can record the audio files, and 
you’d simply make them available on an intranet site for down-
load onto smartphones and other mobile devices.

You immediately run your new idea past your boss, who 
has heard about podcasting but isn’t sure it is appropriate for 
business training. He asks you to prove the viability of the idea 
by recording a demonstration.

Your task: With a teammate, choose a process that you engage 
in yourself—anything from replacing the strings on a guitar to 

sewing a quilt to changing the oil in a car—and write a brief (one 
page or less) description of the process that could be recorded 
as an audio file. Think carefully about the limitations of the 
audio format as a replacement for printed text (for instance, do 
you need to tell people to pause the audio while they perform 
each task?). If your instructor directs, record your podcast and 
submit the audio file.

MICROBLOGGING SKILLS

 7-37. Message Strategies: Routine Announcements [LO-4] 
As a way to give back to the communities in which it does busi-
ness, your company supports the efforts of the United Way, a 
global organization that works to improve lives through educa-
tion, income stability, and healthy living choices.8 Each year, your 
company runs a fundraising campaign in which employees are 
encouraged to donate money to their local United Way agencies, 
and it also grants employees up to three paid days off to volun-
teer their time for the United Way. This year, you are in charge 
of the company’s campaign.

Your task: Compose a four-message sequence to be posted on 
the company’s internal microblogging system (essentially a pri-
vate version of Twitter). The messages are limited to 200 char-
acters, including spaces and punctuation. The first message will 
announce the company’s annual United Way volunteering and 
fundraising campaign (make up any details you need), and the 
other three messages will explain the United Way’s efforts in the 
areas of education, income stability, and healthy living. Visit the 
United Way website at www.unitedway.org to learn more about 
these three areas.

BLOGGING SKILLS

 7-38. Message Strategies: Routine Announcements [LO-4] 
Scoop.it is one of the most popular platforms for content cura-
tion (see page 143). One of the ways a company can use Scoop.
it is to find and present content of interest to its customers.

Your task: Choose any company that interests you and imag-
ine that you are in charge of its public communication efforts. 
Write a post for the company’s internal blog, announcing that 
the company is now on Scoop.it. Briefly describe Scoop.it and 
explain how it will help the company connect with its customers. 
Visit the Scoop.it website at www.scoop.it to learn more about 
the system.

BLOGGING SKILLS/TEAM PROJECTS

 7-39. Message Strategies: Instructions [LO-4] Innovations 
in communication can make life easier for employees and man-
agers, but they often require learning new systems, new termi-
nology, and sometimes new habits.

Your task: Visit the website of Slack, the popular workgroup 
messaging system, at slack.com and familiarize yourself with 
the capabilities of the system. Write a post for your class blog 
that introduces Slack, defines any key terms users need to know 
(such as channels), and lists the most important benefits of using 
the system for team and workplace communication. Supplement 
your research on the Slack website by reviewing other online 
sources as needed.
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LETTER WRITING SKILLS/TEAM SKILLS

 7-40. Message Strategies: Writing Positive Messages; Col-
laboration: Team Projects [LO-4], Chapter 2 As a project 
manager at Expedia, one of the largest online travel services 
in the world, you’ve seen plenty of college interns in action. 
However, few have impressed you as much as Maxine “Max” 
Chenault. For one thing, she learned how to navigate the compa-
ny’s content management system virtually overnight and always 
used it properly, whereas other interns sometimes left things in a 
hopeless mess. She asked lots of intelligent questions about the 
business. You’ve been teaching her blogging and website design 
principles, and she’s picked them up quickly. Moreover, she has 
always been on time, professional, and eager to assist, and she 
doesn’t complain about doing mundane tasks.

On the down side, Chenault is a popular student. Early on, 
you often found her busy on the phone planning her many social 
activities when you needed her help. However, after you had a 
brief talk with her, this problem vanished.

You’ll be sorry to see Chenault leave when she returns 
to school in the fall, but you’re pleased to respond when she 
asks you for a letter of recommendation. She’s not sure where 
she’ll apply for work after graduation or what career path she’ll 
choose, so she asks you to keep the letter fairly general.

Your task: Working with a team assigned by your instructor, 
discuss what should and should not be in the letter. Prepare an 
outline based on your discussion and then draft the letter.

BLOGGING SKILLS

 7-41. Message Strategies: Good News Messages [LO-4] 
Amateur and professional golfers in search of lower scores want 
to find clubs that are optimized for their individual swings. This 
process of club fitting has gone decidedly high tech in recent 
years, with fitters using Doppler radar, motion-capture video, 
and other tools to evaluate golfers’ swings and ball flight char-
acteristics. Hot Stix Golf is a leader in this industry, having fitted 
hundreds of professionals and thousands of amateurs.9

Your task: Imagine that you are the communications director at 
the Indian Wells Golf Resort in Indian Wells, California. Your 
operation has just signed a deal with Hot Stix to open a fitting cen-
ter on site. Write a three-paragraph message that could be posted 
on the resort blog. The first paragraph should announce the news 
that the Hot Stix center will open in six months, the second should 
summarize the benefits of club fitting, and the third should offer 
a brief overview of the services that will be available at the Indian 
Wells Hot Stix Center. Information on club fitting can be found 
on the Hot Stix website at www.hotstixgolf.com; make up any 
additional information you need in order to complete the post.

BLOGGING SKILLS/PORTFOLIO BUILDER

 7-42. Message Strategies: Good-News Messages [LO-4] 
Most people have heard of the Emmy, Grammy, Oscar, and Tony 
awards for television, music, movies, and theater performances, 
but fewer know what the Webby award is all about. Sponsored 
by the International Academy of Digital Arts and Sciences, the 
Webbys shine a spotlight on the best in website design, interac-
tive media, and online film and video.10

Your task: Visit the Webby Awards website at webbyawards 
.com, select Winners, and choose one of the companies listed as 
a winner in the Websites or Interactive Advertising categories. 
Now imagine you are the chief online strategist for this company, 
and you’ve just been informed your company won a Webby. Win-
ning this award is a nice validation of the work your team has put 
in during the past year, and you want to share their success with 
the entire company. Write a brief post for the internal company 
blog, describing what the Webby awards are, explaining why 
they are a significant measure of accomplishment in the online 
industry, and congratulating the employees in your department 
who contributed to the successful web effort.

SOCIAL NETWORKING SKILLS

 7-43. Message Strategies: Goodwill Messages [LO-4]  
Every April, your company stages a competition for the sales 
department called Spring Surge, which awards sales representa-
tives who bring in the most new revenue during the month. The 
awards are significant, including a first prize of a trip to Hawaii 
for the winning sales rep’s entire family, and most people in the 
department take the competition seriously.

Here are the results of this years’ competition:

1st place (trip for family to Hawaii): Juanita Hermosa
2nd place (luxury box seats at an NFL playoff game): Jackson 
Peabody
3rd place ($500 prepaid credit card): Duane Redd
Total new revenue booked during April: $4.7 million

Your task: Write a brief post (150–200 words) for your com-
pany’s internal social networking platform, incorporating these 
results and thanking everyone in the sales department for their 
efforts during the Spring Surge.

LETTER WRITING SKILLS

 7-44. Message Strategies: Goodwill Messages [LO-4] The 
office was somber this morning when you arrived to work, 
as employees learned that the partner of the chief  operating 
officer, Leo West, had been killed in a car accident over the 
weekend. You never met Michael, and West is two levels above 
you in the corporate hierarchy (you’re a first-level supervisor), 
so you don’t have a close working relationship. However, you 
have been on comfortable terms with West during the ten years 
you’ve been at this company, and although you’ve never social-
ized with him outside of work, you’ve both occasionally shared 
personal and social news during casual conversations in the 
cafeteria.

Your task: Write a letter of condolence to West.

Improve Your Grammar, 
Mechanics, and Usage
You can download the text of  this assignment from real- 
timeupdates.com/bce8; select Student Assignments and then 
select Chapter 7.
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REPORT-WRITING SKILLS/ 
PORTFOLIO BUILDER

 11-25. Message Strategies: Analytical Reports [LO-1],  
[LO-5] As a college student and an active consumer, you may 
have considered one or more of the following questions at some 
point in the past few years:

●● What criteria distinguish the top-rated MBA programs in the 
country? How well do these criteria correspond to the needs 
and expectations of business? Are the criteria fair for stu-
dents, employers, and business schools?

●● Which of three companies you might like to work for has the 
strongest corporate ethics policies?

●● What will the music industry look like in the future? What’s 
next after online stores such as Apple’s iTunes and streaming 
services such as Spotify?

●● Which industries and job categories are forecast to experience 
the greatest growth—and therefore the greatest demand for 
workers—in the next 10 years?

●● What has been the impact of Starbucks’s aggressive growth 
on small, independent coffeeshops? On midsized chains or 
franchises? In the United States or in another country?

●● How large is the “industry” of major college sports? How much 
do the major football or basketball programs  contribute—
directly or indirectly—to other parts of a typical university?

●● How much have minor league sports—baseball, hockey, arena 
football—grown in small- and medium-market cities? What 
is the local economic impact when these municipalities build 
stadiums and arenas?

Your task: Answer one of the preceding questions using infor-
mation from secondary research sources. Be sure to document 
your sources using the format your instructor indicates. Give 
conclusions and offer recommendations where appropriate.

Proposals
PROPOSAL-WRITING SKILLS/ 
PORTFOLIO BUILDER/TEAM SKILLS

 11-26. Message Strategies: Proposals [LO-1] Either to 
create opportunities in a slow job market or to avoid traditional 
employment altogether, some college graduates create their own 
jobs as independent freelancers or as entrepreneurs launching 
new companies.

Your task: Assemble a team of classmates as your instructor 
directs, then brainstorm all the services you could perform for 
local businesses. Identify as many services as you can that are 
related to you and your teammates’ colleges majors and career 
interests, but also include anything you are willing to do to gen-
erate revenue. Next, identify a specific company that might have 
some opportunities for you. Outline and draft a short proposal 
that describes what your team can do for this company, how 
the company would benefit from your services, why you’re the 
right people for the job, and how much you propose to charge 
for your services. Remember that this is an unsolicited proposal, 
so be sure introduce your proposal accordingly.

PROPOSAL-WRITING SKILLS/ 
PORTFOLIO BUILDER

 11-27. Message Strategies: Proposals [LO-1], [LO-4]  
Presentations can make—or break—careers and companies. A 
good presentation can bring in millions of dollars in new sales 
or fresh investment capital. A bad presentation might cause any 
number of troubles, from turning away potential customers to 
upsetting fellow employees to derailing key projects. To help 
business professionals plan, create, and deliver more-effective 
presentations, you offer a three-day workshop that covers the 
essentials of good presentations:

●● Understanding your audience’s needs and expectations
●● Formulating your presentation objectives
●● Choosing an organizational approach
●● Writing openings that catch your audience’s attention
●● Creating effective graphics and slides
●● Practicing and delivering your presentation
●● Leaving a positive impression on your audience
●● Avoiding common mistakes with presentation slides
●● Making presentations online using webcasting tools
●● Handling questions and arguments from the audience
●● Overcoming the top 10 worries of public speaking (including 

How can I overcome stage fright? and I’m not the performing 
type; can I still give an effective presentation?)

Workshop benefits. Students will learn how to prepare better 
presentations in less time and deliver them more effectively.

Who should attend. Top executives, project managers, employ-
ment recruiters, sales professionals, and anyone else who gives 
important presentations to internal or external audiences.

Your qualifications. 18 years of business experience, including 
14 years in sales and 12 years of public speaking. Experience 
speaking to audiences as large as 5,000 people. More than a 
dozen speech-related articles published in professional journals. 
Have conducted successful workshops for nearly 100 companies.

Workshop details. Three-day workshop (9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.) 
that combines lectures, practice presentations, and both indi-
vidual and group feedback. Minimum number of students: 
6. Maximum number of students per workshop: 12.

Pricing. The cost is $3,500, plus $100 per student; 10 percent 
discount for additional workshops.

Other information. Each attendee will have the opportunity to 
give three practice presentations ranging in duration from 3 to 5 
minutes. Everyone is encouraged to bring PowerPoint files con-
taining slides from actual business presentations. Each attendee 
will also receive a workbook and a digital video recording of his 
or her final class presentation on DVD. You’ll also be available 
for phone or email coaching for six months after the workshop.

Your task: Identify a company in your local area that might be 
a good candidate for your services. Learn more about the com-
pany by visiting its website so you can personalize your proposal. 
Using the information listed above, prepare a sales proposal that 
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another person’s perspective on this communication challenge 
can be helpful. In this activity, in fact, someone else is going to 
write your introductory statement for you, and you will return 
the favor.

Your task: Pair off with a classmate. Provide each other with 
the basic facts about your qualifications, work history, educa-
tion, and career objectives. Then meet in person or online for 
an informal interview in which you ask each other questions 
to flesh out the information you have on each other. Assume 
that each of you has chosen to use a qualifications summary for 
your résumé. Now write each other’s qualifications summary 
and then trade them for review. As you read what your partner 
wrote about you, ask yourself whether this feels true to what you 
believe about yourself and your career aspirations. Do you think 
it introduces you effectively to potential employers? What about 
it might you change?

PRESENTATION SKILLS/PORTFOLIO BUILDER

 13-22. Message Strategies: Completing a Résumé [LO-4] 
Creating presentations and other multimedia supplements can 
be a great way to expand on the brief overview that a résumé 
provides.

Your task: Starting with any version of a résumé you’ve created 
for yourself, create a presentation that expands on your résumé 
information to give potential employers a more complete picture 
of what you can contribute. Include samples of your work, tes-
timonials from current or past employers and colleagues, videos 
of speeches you’ve made, and anything else that tells the story 
of the professional “you.” If you have a specific job or type of 
job in mind, focus your presentation on that. Otherwise, pres-
ent a more general picture that shows why you would be a great 
employee for any company to consider.

CAREER SKILLS/VIDEO SKILLS

 13-23. Message Strategies: Completing a Résumé [LO-4] In 
the right circumstances, brief videos can be an effective comple-
ment to a traditional job-search communication package.

Your task: Find a job opening that interests you (something 
you are at least partially qualified for at this stage of  your 
career) and produce a brief  (30 to 60 seconds) video  profile 
of  yourself, highlighting the skills mentioned in the job 
 description. For tips on producing effective video, visit www 
.indie-film-making.com.

CAREER SKILLS/SOCIAL NETWORKING SKILLS

 13-24. Message Strategies: Building a LinkedIn Profile [LO-
4] Your LinkedIn summary is a great opportunity to present a 
clear picture of who you are and what you can bring to a job.

Your task: Draft a summary for your LinkedIn profile, making 
sure to stay within the system’s current length limits for this 
field. Review the advice in this chapter and search online for 
“writing a LinkedIn summary” if you need more tips.

Improve Your Grammar, 
Mechanics, and Usage
You can download the text of  this assignment from 
real-timeupdates.com/bce8; select Student Assignments and 
then select Chapter 13. Improve Your Grammar, Mechanics, 
and Usage.

Level 1: Self-Assessment—Numbers

Review Section 3.4 in the Handbook of Grammar, Mechanics, 
and Usage. For the following items, correct number styles wher-
ever necessary.

 13-25. We need to hire one office manager, four accountants, and 
twelve programmer-analysts.

 13-26. The market for this product is nearly six million people in 
our region alone.

 13-27. Make sure that all 1835 pages are on my desk no later than 
nine o’clock a.m.

 13-28. 2014 was the year that José Guiterez sold more than $50 
thousand dollars worth of stock.

 13-29. Our deadline is 4/7, but we won’t be ready before 4/11.
 13-30. 95 percent of our customers are men.
 13-31. More than 1/2 the U.S. population is female.
 13-32. Cecile Simmons, thirty-eight, is the first woman in this 

company to be promoted to management.
 13-33. Last year, I wrote 20 15-page reports, and Michelle wrote 

24 three-page reports.
 13-34. Of the 15 applicants, seven are qualified.
 13-35. Our blinds should measure 38 inches wide by 64 and one-

half inches long by 7/16 inches deep.
 13-36. Deliver the couch to seven eighty-three Fountain Rd., 

Suite three, Procter Valley, CA 92074.
 13-37. Here are the corrected figures: 42.7% agree, 23.25% 

 disagree, 34% are undecided, and the error is .05%.
 13-38. You have to agree that 50,000,000 U.S. citizens cannot be 

wrong.
 13-39. We need a set of shelves 10 feet, eight inches long.

Level 2: Workplace Applications

The following items may contain errors in grammar, capitaliza-
tion, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word division, 
and vocabulary. Rewrite each sentence, correcting all errors. If a 
sentence has no errors, write “Correct” for that number.

 13-40. Speaking at a recent software conference Alan Nichols; 
ceo of Tekco Systems; said the companys’ goal is to 
reduce response time to 2 to 4 hrs., using software as an 
enabler.

 13-41. Selling stocks short are the latest rage on wall street, where 
lately things have just gone from bad to worst.

 13-42. As Mobile Commerce grows people are trying to find new 
ways to make money off of it.

 13-43. We give a notification not only to the customer but also 
our salespeople that the product has been shipped because 
they will want to follow up.
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article, podcast, or presentation that that offers advice on ana-
lyzing audiences, selecting media, outlining, storytelling (in a 
business context), or any aspect of the writing process (including 
models other than the three-step process covered in this text). 
Write a brief email message to your instructor or a post for your 
class blog, describing the item that you found and summarizing 
the career skills information you learned from it.

Improve Your Grammar, 
Mechanics, and Usage
You can download the text of  this assignment from real- 
timeupdates.com/bce8; select Student Assignments and then 
select Chapter 3, Improve Your Grammar, Mechanics, and 
Usage.

Level 1: Self-Assessment—Verbs

Review Section 1.3 in the Handbook of Grammar, Mechanics, 
and Usage.

For these items, indicate the verb form called for in each 
sentence.

 3-53. I (present perfect, become) the resident expert on repair-
ing the copy machine.

 3-54. She (past, know) how to conduct an audit when she came 
to work for us.

 3-55. Since Joan was promoted, she (past perfect, move) all the 
files to her office.

 3-56. Next week, call John to tell him what you (future, do) to 
help him set up the seminar.

 3-57. By the time you finish the analysis, he (future perfect, 
return) from his vacation.

For these items, rewrite the sentences so that they use active voice 
instead of passive.

 3-58. The report will be written by Leslie Cartwright.
 3-59. The failure to record the transaction was mine.
 3-60. Have you been notified by the claims department of your 

rights?
 3-61. We are dependent on their services for our operation.
 3-62. The damaged equipment was returned by the customer 

before we even located a repair facility.
In these items, indicate the correct verb form provided in 
parentheses.

 3-63. Everyone upstairs (receive, receives) mail before we do.
 3-64. Neither the main office nor the branches (is, are) 

blameless.
 3-65. C&B Sales (is, are) listed in the directory.
 3-66. When measuring shelves, 7 inches (is, are) significant.
 3-67. About 90 percent of the employees (plan, plans) to come 

to the company picnic.

Level 2: Workplace Applications

The following items may contain errors in grammar, capitaliza-
tion, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word division, 

and vocabulary. Rewrite each sentence, correcting all errors. If a 
sentence has no errors, write “Correct” for that number.

 3-68. Cut two inches off trunk and place in a water stand, and 
fill with water.

 3-69. The newly-elected officers of the Board are: John Rogers, 
president, Robin Doig, vice-president, and Mary Stur-
hann, secretary.

 3-70. Employees were stunned when they are notified that the 
trainee got promoted to Manager only after her 4th week 
with the company.

 3-71. Seeking reliable data on U.S. publishers, Literary Market-
place is by far the best source.

 3-72. Who did you wish to speak to?
 3-73. The keynote address will be delivered by Seth Goodwin, 

who is the author of six popular books on marketing, has 
written two novels, and writes a column for “Fortune” 
magazine.

 3-74. Often the reputation of an entire company depend on one 
employee that officially represents that company to the 
public.

 3-75. The executive director, along with his staff, are working 
quickly to determine who should receive the Award.

 3-76. Him and his co-workers, the top bowling team in the tour-
nament, will represent our Company in the league finals 
on saturday.

 3-77. Listening on the extension, details of the embezzlement 
plot were overheard by the Security Chief.

 3-78. The acceptance of visa cards are in response to our cus-
tomer’s demand for a more efficient and convenient way 
of paying for parking here at San Diego International 
airport.

 3-79. The human resources dept. interviewed dozens of people, 
they are seeking the better candidate for the opening.

 3-80. Libraries’ can be a challenging; yet lucrative market if you 
learn how to work the “system” to gain maximum vis-
ibility for you’re products and services.

 3-81. Either a supermarket or a discount art gallery are sched-
uled to open in the Mall.

 3-82. I have told my supervisor that whomever shares my office 
with me cannot wear perfume, use spray deodorant, or 
other scented products.

Level 3: Document Critique

The following document may contain errors in grammar, capi-
talization, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word divi-
sion, and vocabulary. As your instructor indicates, photocopy 
this page and correct all errors using standard proofreading 
marks (see Appendix C), or download the document and make 
the corrections in your word-processing software.

[Subject line]: Recent Cash Flow and consumer response—Survey

All ---

Now that our stores have been re-organized with your hard work and 
cooperation, we hope revenues will rise to new heights; if we reem-
phasize equipment sales as Stereo City core business and reduce 
the visibility of our sideline retail products. Just in case though, we 
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article, podcast, or presentation that that offers advice on ana-
lyzing audiences, selecting media, outlining, storytelling (in a 
business context), or any aspect of the writing process (including 
models other than the three-step process covered in this text). 
Write a brief email message to your instructor or a post for your 
class blog, describing the item that you found and summarizing 
the career skills information you learned from it.

Improve Your Grammar, 
Mechanics, and Usage
You can download the text of  this assignment from real- 
timeupdates.com/bce8; select Student Assignments and then 
select Chapter 3, Improve Your Grammar, Mechanics, and 
Usage.

Level 1: Self-Assessment—Verbs

Review Section 1.3 in the Handbook of Grammar, Mechanics, 
and Usage.

For these items, indicate the verb form called for in each 
sentence.

 3-53. I (present perfect, become) the resident expert on repair-
ing the copy machine.

 3-54. She (past, know) how to conduct an audit when she came 
to work for us.

 3-55. Since Joan was promoted, she (past perfect, move) all the 
files to her office.

 3-56. Next week, call John to tell him what you (future, do) to 
help him set up the seminar.

 3-57. By the time you finish the analysis, he (future perfect, 
return) from his vacation.

For these items, rewrite the sentences so that they use active voice 
instead of passive.

 3-58. The report will be written by Leslie Cartwright.
 3-59. The failure to record the transaction was mine.
 3-60. Have you been notified by the claims department of your 

rights?
 3-61. We are dependent on their services for our operation.
 3-62. The damaged equipment was returned by the customer 

before we even located a repair facility.
In these items, indicate the correct verb form provided in 
parentheses.

 3-63. Everyone upstairs (receive, receives) mail before we do.
 3-64. Neither the main office nor the branches (is, are) 

blameless.
 3-65. C&B Sales (is, are) listed in the directory.
 3-66. When measuring shelves, 7 inches (is, are) significant.
 3-67. About 90 percent of the employees (plan, plans) to come 

to the company picnic.

Level 2: Workplace Applications

The following items may contain errors in grammar, capitaliza-
tion, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word division, 

and vocabulary. Rewrite each sentence, correcting all errors. If a 
sentence has no errors, write “Correct” for that number.

 3-68. Cut two inches off trunk and place in a water stand, and 
fill with water.

 3-69. The newly-elected officers of the Board are: John Rogers, 
president, Robin Doig, vice-president, and Mary Stur-
hann, secretary.

 3-70. Employees were stunned when they are notified that the 
trainee got promoted to Manager only after her 4th week 
with the company.

 3-71. Seeking reliable data on U.S. publishers, Literary Market-
place is by far the best source.

 3-72. Who did you wish to speak to?
 3-73. The keynote address will be delivered by Seth Goodwin, 

who is the author of six popular books on marketing, has 
written two novels, and writes a column for “Fortune” 
magazine.

 3-74. Often the reputation of an entire company depend on one 
employee that officially represents that company to the 
public.

 3-75. The executive director, along with his staff, are working 
quickly to determine who should receive the Award.

 3-76. Him and his co-workers, the top bowling team in the tour-
nament, will represent our Company in the league finals 
on saturday.

 3-77. Listening on the extension, details of the embezzlement 
plot were overheard by the Security Chief.

 3-78. The acceptance of visa cards are in response to our cus-
tomer’s demand for a more efficient and convenient way 
of paying for parking here at San Diego International 
airport.

 3-79. The human resources dept. interviewed dozens of people, 
they are seeking the better candidate for the opening.

 3-80. Libraries’ can be a challenging; yet lucrative market if you 
learn how to work the “system” to gain maximum vis-
ibility for you’re products and services.

 3-81. Either a supermarket or a discount art gallery are sched-
uled to open in the Mall.

 3-82. I have told my supervisor that whomever shares my office 
with me cannot wear perfume, use spray deodorant, or 
other scented products.

Level 3: Document Critique

The following document may contain errors in grammar, capi-
talization, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word divi-
sion, and vocabulary. As your instructor indicates, photocopy 
this page and correct all errors using standard proofreading 
marks (see Appendix C), or download the document and make 
the corrections in your word-processing software.

[Subject line]: Recent Cash Flow and consumer response—Survey

All ---

Now that our stores have been re-organized with your hard work and 
cooperation, we hope revenues will rise to new heights; if we reem-
phasize equipment sales as Stereo City core business and reduce 
the visibility of our sideline retail products. Just in case though, we 
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article, podcast, or presentation that that offers advice on ana-
lyzing audiences, selecting media, outlining, storytelling (in a 
business context), or any aspect of the writing process (including 
models other than the three-step process covered in this text). 
Write a brief email message to your instructor or a post for your 
class blog, describing the item that you found and summarizing 
the career skills information you learned from it.

Improve Your Grammar, 
Mechanics, and Usage
You can download the text of  this assignment from real- 
timeupdates.com/bce8; select Student Assignments and then 
select Chapter 3, Improve Your Grammar, Mechanics, and 
Usage.

Level 1: Self-Assessment—Verbs

Review Section 1.3 in the Handbook of Grammar, Mechanics, 
and Usage.

For these items, indicate the verb form called for in each 
sentence.

 3-53. I (present perfect, become) the resident expert on repair-
ing the copy machine.

 3-54. She (past, know) how to conduct an audit when she came 
to work for us.

 3-55. Since Joan was promoted, she (past perfect, move) all the 
files to her office.

 3-56. Next week, call John to tell him what you (future, do) to 
help him set up the seminar.

 3-57. By the time you finish the analysis, he (future perfect, 
return) from his vacation.

For these items, rewrite the sentences so that they use active voice 
instead of passive.

 3-58. The report will be written by Leslie Cartwright.
 3-59. The failure to record the transaction was mine.
 3-60. Have you been notified by the claims department of your 

rights?
 3-61. We are dependent on their services for our operation.
 3-62. The damaged equipment was returned by the customer 

before we even located a repair facility.
In these items, indicate the correct verb form provided in 
parentheses.

 3-63. Everyone upstairs (receive, receives) mail before we do.
 3-64. Neither the main office nor the branches (is, are) 

blameless.
 3-65. C&B Sales (is, are) listed in the directory.
 3-66. When measuring shelves, 7 inches (is, are) significant.
 3-67. About 90 percent of the employees (plan, plans) to come 

to the company picnic.

Level 2: Workplace Applications

The following items may contain errors in grammar, capitaliza-
tion, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word division, 

and vocabulary. Rewrite each sentence, correcting all errors. If a 
sentence has no errors, write “Correct” for that number.

 3-68. Cut two inches off trunk and place in a water stand, and 
fill with water.

 3-69. The newly-elected officers of the Board are: John Rogers, 
president, Robin Doig, vice-president, and Mary Stur-
hann, secretary.

 3-70. Employees were stunned when they are notified that the 
trainee got promoted to Manager only after her 4th week 
with the company.

 3-71. Seeking reliable data on U.S. publishers, Literary Market-
place is by far the best source.

 3-72. Who did you wish to speak to?
 3-73. The keynote address will be delivered by Seth Goodwin, 

who is the author of six popular books on marketing, has 
written two novels, and writes a column for “Fortune” 
magazine.

 3-74. Often the reputation of an entire company depend on one 
employee that officially represents that company to the 
public.

 3-75. The executive director, along with his staff, are working 
quickly to determine who should receive the Award.

 3-76. Him and his co-workers, the top bowling team in the tour-
nament, will represent our Company in the league finals 
on saturday.

 3-77. Listening on the extension, details of the embezzlement 
plot were overheard by the Security Chief.

 3-78. The acceptance of visa cards are in response to our cus-
tomer’s demand for a more efficient and convenient way 
of paying for parking here at San Diego International 
airport.

 3-79. The human resources dept. interviewed dozens of people, 
they are seeking the better candidate for the opening.

 3-80. Libraries’ can be a challenging; yet lucrative market if you 
learn how to work the “system” to gain maximum vis-
ibility for you’re products and services.

 3-81. Either a supermarket or a discount art gallery are sched-
uled to open in the Mall.

 3-82. I have told my supervisor that whomever shares my office 
with me cannot wear perfume, use spray deodorant, or 
other scented products.

Level 3: Document Critique

The following document may contain errors in grammar, capi-
talization, punctuation, abbreviation, number style, word divi-
sion, and vocabulary. As your instructor indicates, photocopy 
this page and correct all errors using standard proofreading 
marks (see Appendix C), or download the document and make 
the corrections in your word-processing software.

[Subject line]: Recent Cash Flow and consumer response—Survey

All ---

Now that our stores have been re-organized with your hard work and 
cooperation, we hope revenues will rise to new heights; if we reem-
phasize equipment sales as Stereo City core business and reduce 
the visibility of our sideline retail products. Just in case though, we 
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Table of Contents Overview
Prologue Building a Career with Your Communication 

Skills
Learn how this course will help you launch an interesting and rewarding 
career

Part 1 Business Communication Foundations

1: Professional Communication in Today’s 
 Digital, Social, Mobile World

See what it means to communicate as a professional and learn essential 
 concepts of ethics and diversity

2: Collaboration, Interpersonal Communica-
tion, and Business Etiquette

Learn how to work successfully in teams, collaborate on projects, and 
improve listening and etiquette

Part 2 The Three-Step Writing Process

3: Planning Business Messages Discover a simple process that helps you write more effectively while 
 spending less time and energy

4: Writing Business Messages Learn how to build credibility and achieve a conversational tone in your 
 business writing

5: Completing Business Messages Make your writing more compelling with careful revision and produce 
 attractive messages in any medium

Part 3 Brief  Business Messages

6: Crafting Messages for Digital Channels Adapt what you already know about digital and social media to the chal-
lenges of professional communication

7: Writing Routine and Positive Messages Maintain productive working relationships by writing routine messages 
quickly and easily

8: Writing Negative Messages Learn the secrets of sharing negative information in a thoughtful way

9: Writing Persuasive Messages Explore the techniques to make internal messages as well as marketing and 
sales messages more persuasive

Part 4 Longer Business Messages

10: Understanding and Planning Reports and 
Proposals

Simplify the process of writing informational and analytical reports and 
business proposals

11: Writing and Completing Reports and 
Proposals

Create compelling visuals and put the finishing touches on formal reports 
and proposals

12: Developing and Delivering Business 
Presentations

Develop engaging presentations and conquer the anxieties that every 
speaker feels

Part 5 Employment Messages and Job Interviews

13: Building Careers and Writing Résumés Succeed with two of the most important documents you’ll ever write— 
application letters and your résumé

14: Applying and Interviewing for Employment Make sure your talent and value shine through as you progress through the 
job-search process
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Instructor Teaching Resources
This program comes with the following teaching resources.

Supplements available to instructors at  
www.pearsonhighered.com Features of the Supplement

Instructor’s Manual ●● Chapter summary
●● Chapter outline
●● Teaching notes
●● Overcoming difficulties students often face
●● Suggested classroom exercises
●● Test Your Knowledge answers
●● Apply Your Knowledge answers
●● Practice Your Skills answers
●● Expand Your Skills answers
●● Case solutions (short message cases) and solution guidelines (report and proposal cases)
●● Improve your Grammar, Mechanics, and Usage answers and solutions:

Level 1: Self-Assessment
Level 2: Workplace Applications
Level 3: Document Critique

Test Bank ●● More than 1,700 multiple-choice, true/false, and essay questions
●● Answer explanations
●● Keyed by learning objective
●● Classified according to difficulty level
●● Classified according to learning modality: conceptual, application, critical thinking,  

or synthesis
●● Learning outcomes identified
●● AACSB learning standard identified (Ethical Understanding and Reasoning; Analytical 

Thinking Skills; Information Technology; Diverse and Multicultural Work; Reflective 
Thinking; Application of Knowledge)

Computerized TestGen TestGen allows instructors to
●● customize, save, and generate classroom tests.
●● edit, add, or delete questions from the Test Item Files.
●● analyze test results.
●● organize a database of tests and student results.

PowerPoints Slides include all the graphs, tables, and equations in the textbook PowerPoints meet 
accessibility standards for students with disabilities. Features include:

●● Keyboard and screen reader access
●● Alternative text for images
●● High contrast between background and foreground colors
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Prologue

BUILDING A CAREER WITH YOUR 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Using This Course to Help Launch Your 
Career
This course will help you develop vital communication skills that you’ll use throughout 
your career—and those skills can help you launch an interesting and rewarding career, 
too. This brief prologue sets the stage by helping you understand today’s dynamic work-
place, the steps you can take to adapt to the job market, and the importance of creating 
an employment portfolio and building your personal brand. Take a few minutes to read 
it while you think about the career you hope to create for yourself.

GETTING READY TO TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR CAREER

Today’s job market offers an exciting range of possibilities, from multinational corpora-
tions to small companies to entrepreneurial startups. Or, like many professionals, you 
might take the leap and invent your own job as an independent contractor.

No matter which path you choose, keep two important points in mind. First, don’t 
wait for your career to just happen: Take charge of your career and stay in charge of it. 
Explore all your options and have a plan, but be prepared to change course as opportuni-
ties and threats appear on the horizon. Second, don’t count on employers to take care of 
you. The era of lifetime employment, in which an employee committed to one company 
for life with the understanding it would return the loyalty, is long gone. From finding 
opportunities to developing the skills you need in order to succeed, it’s up to you to man-
age your career and look out for your own best interests.

Are you comfortable working on your own? Independent workers have become an 
 important part of the global workforce.
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How Employers View Today’s Job Market 
From an employer’s perspective, the employment process is always a question of balance. 
Maintaining a stable workforce can improve practically every aspect of business perfor-
mance, yet many employers want the flexibility to shrink and expand payrolls as business 
conditions change. Employers obviously want to attract the best talent, but the best talent 
is more expensive and more vulnerable to offers from competitors, so there are always 
financial trade-offs to consider.

Employers also struggle with the ups and downs of the economy. When unemploy-
ment is low, the balance of power shifts to employees, and employers have to compete in 
order to attract and keep top talent. When unemployment is high, the power shifts back 
to employers, who can afford to be more selective and less accommodating. In other 
words, pay attention to the economy; at times you can be more aggressive in your demands, 
but at other times you need to be more accommodating.

Companies view employment as a complex business decision with lots of variables 
to consider. To make the most of your potential, regardless of the career path you pursue, 
you need to view employment in the same way.

What Employers Look for in Job Applicants 
Given the complex forces in the contemporary workplace and the unrelenting pressure of 
global competition, what are employers looking for in the candidates they hire? The short 
answer: a lot. Like all “buyers,” companies want to get as much as they can for the money 
they spend. The closer you can present yourself as the ideal candidate, the better your 
chances of getting a crack at the most exciting opportunities.

Specific expectations vary by profession and position, of course, but virtually all 
employers look for the following general skills and attributes:1

●● Communication skills. The reason this item is listed first isn’t that you’re reading a 
business communication textbook. Communication is listed first because it is far and 
away the most commonly mentioned skill set when employers are asked about what 
they look for in employees. Improving your communication skills will help in every 
aspect of your professional life.

●● Interpersonal and team skills. You will have many individual responsibilities on the 
job, but chances are you won’t work alone very often. Learn to work with others and 
help them succeed as you succeed.

●● Intercultural and international awareness and sensitivity. Successful employers tend 
to be responsive to diverse workforces, markets, and communities, and they look for 
employees with the same outlook.

Communication skills will benefit your career, no matter what path or profession you pursue.
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●● Data collection, analysis, and decision-making skills. Employers want people who 
know how to identify information needs, find the necessary data, convert the data 
into useful knowledge, and make sound decisions.

●● Digital, social, and mobile media skills. Today’s workers need to know how to use 
common office software and to communicate using a wide range of digital media and 
systems.

●● Time and resource management. If you’ve had to juggle multiple priorities during 
college, consider that great training for the business world. Your ability to plan 
 projects and manage the time and resources available to you will make a big difference 
on the job.

●● Flexibility and adaptability. Stuff happens, as they say. Employees who can roll with 
the punches and adapt to changing business priorities and circumstances will go fur-
ther (and be happier) than employees who resist change.

●● Professionalism. Professionalism is the quality of performing at the highest possible 
level and conducting oneself with confidence, purpose, and pride. True professionals 
strive to excel, continue to hone their skills and build their knowledge, are dependable 
and accountable, demonstrate a sense of business etiquette, make ethical decisions, 
show loyalty and commitment, don’t give up when things get tough, and maintain a 
positive outlook.

Adapting to Today’s Job Market
Adapting to the workplace is a lifelo\ng process of seeking the best fit between what you 
want to do and what employers (or clients, if you work independently) are willing to pay 
you to do. It’s important to think about what you want to do during the many thousands 
of hours you will spend working, what you have to offer, and how to make yourself more 
attractive to employers.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?

Economic necessities and the vagaries of the marketplace will influence much of what 
happens in your career, of course, and you may not always have the opportunity to do 
the kind of work you would really like to do. Even if  you can’t get the job you want 
right now, though, start your job search by examining your values and interests. Doing 
so will give you a better idea of where you want to be eventually, and you can use those 
insights to learn and grow your way toward that ideal situation. Consider these 
questions:

●● What would you like to do every day? Research occupations that interest you. Find 
out what people really do every day. Ask friends, relatives, alumni from your school, 
and contacts in your social networks. Read interviews with people in various profes-
sions to get a sense of what their careers are like.

●● How would you like to work? Consider how much independence you want on the job, 
how much variety you like, and whether you prefer to work with products, technology, 
people, ideas, numbers, or some combination thereof.

●● How do your financial goals fit with your other priorities? For instance, many high-
paying jobs involve a lot of stress, sacrifices of time with family and friends, and 
frequent travel or relocation. If location, lifestyle, intriguing work, or other factors 
are more important to you, you may well have to sacrifice some level of  pay to 
achieve them.

●● Have you established some general career goals? For example, do you want to pursue 
a career specialty such as finance or manufacturing, or do you want to gain experience 
in multiple areas with an eye toward upper management?

●● What sort of  corporate culture are you most comfortable with? Would you be happy 
in a formal hierarchy with clear reporting relationships? Or do you prefer less 
 structure? Teamwork or individualism? Do you like a competitive environment?
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You might need some time in the workforce to figure out what you really want to do 
or to work your way into the job you really want, but it’s never too early to start thinking 
about where you want to be. Filling out the assessment in Table 1 might help you get a 
clearer picture of the nature of work you would like to pursue in your career.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER?

Knowing what you want to do is one thing. Knowing what a company is willing to pay you 
to do is another thing entirely. You may already have a good idea of what you can offer 
employers. If not, some brainstorming can help you identify your skills, interests, and char-
acteristics. Start by jotting down achievements you’re proud of and experiences that were 
satisfying, and think carefully about what specific skills these achievements demanded of 
you. For example, leadership skills, speaking ability, and artistic talent may have helped you 
coordinate a successful class project. As you analyze your achievements, you may begin to 
recognize a pattern of skills. Which of them might be valuable to potential employers?

Next, consider your educational preparation, work experience, and extracurricular 
activities. What do your knowledge and experience qualify you to do? What have you 
learned from volunteer work or class projects that could benefit you on the job? Have you 
held any offices, won any awards or scholarships, mastered a second language? What skills 
have you developed in nonbusiness situations that could transfer to a business position?

Take stock of your personal characteristics. Are you aggressive, a born leader? Or 
would you rather follow? Are you outgoing, articulate, great with people? Or do you 
prefer working alone? Make a list of what you believe are your four or five most important 
qualities. Ask a relative or friend to rate your traits as well.

If you’re having difficulty figuring out your interests, characteristics, or capabilities, 
consult your college career center. Many campuses administer a variety of tests that can help 
you identify interests, aptitudes, and personality traits. These tests won’t reveal your  “perfect” 
job, but they’ll help you focus on the types of work best suited to your personality.

TABLE 1 Career Self-Assessment

Activity or Situation Strongly Agree Agree Disagree No Preference

1. I want to work independently.

2. I want variety in my work.

3. I want to work with people.

4. I want to work with technology.

5. I want physical work.

6. I want mental work.

7. I want to work for a large organization.

8. I want to work for a nonprofit organization.

9. I want to work for a small business.

10. I want to work for a service business.

11. I want to start or buy a business someday.

12. I want regular, predictable work hours.

13. I want to work in a city location.

14. I want to work in a small town or suburb.

15. I want to work in another country.

16. I want to work outdoors.

17. I want to work in a structured environment.

18. I want to avoid risk as much as possible.

19.  I want to enjoy my work, even if that means making  
less money.

20. I want to become a high-level corporate manager.
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HOW CAN YOU MAKE YOURSELF MORE VALUABLE?

While you’re figuring out what you want from a job and what you can offer an employer, 
you can take positive steps toward building your career. First, search for job openings in 
the professions and companies in which you are interested and identify the skills and 
attributes those employers want. If you lack any key elements, look for opportunities to 
gain additional experience or training. Consider part-time jobs, temporary positions that 
let you build important skills to apply in your dream job, and volunteering opportunities. 
Search the project listings at freelancing sites such as Upwork (www.upwork.com) to see 
whether you can compete for any of the available projects. Also consider applying your 
talents to crowdsourcing projects, in which companies and nonprofit organizations invite 
the public to contribute solutions to various challenges.

These opportunities help you gain valuable experience and relevant contacts, provide 
you with important references and work samples for your employment portfolio, and help 
you establish your personal brand (see the following sections).

Second, learn more about the industry or industries in which you want to work and 
stay on top of new developments. Join networks of professional colleagues and friends 
who can help you keep up with trends and events. Many professional societies have student 
chapters or offer students discounted memberships. Take courses and pursue other 
 educational or life experiences that would be difficult while working full time.

BUILDING AN EMPLOYMENT PORTFOLIO

Employers want proof that you have the skills to succeed on the job, but even if you don’t 
have much relevant work experience, you can use your college classes to assemble that 
proof. Simply create and maintain an employment portfolio, which is a collection of 
projects that demonstrate your skills and knowledge. This can be a combination of print 
and digital materials. Your college might offer hosting for e-portfolios, which let you 
display your résumé, work samples, letters of recommendation, relevant videos or pod-
casts you have recorded, any blog posts or articles you have written, and other information 
about you and your skills. To see a selection of student e-portfolios from colleges around 
the United States, go to real-timeupdates.com/bce8, select Student Assignments, and 
locate the link to student e-portfolios.

Throughout this course, pay close attention to the assignments marked “Portfolio 
Builder” (they start in Chapter 6). These items will make particularly good samples of 
not only your communication skills but also your ability to understand and solve business-
related challenges. By combining these projects with samples from your other courses, you 
can create a compelling portfolio when you’re ready to start interviewing. Your portfolio 
is also a great resource for writing your résumé because it reminds you of all the great 
work you’ve done over the years. Moreover, you can continue to refine and expand your 
portfolio throughout your career; many professionals use e-portfolios to advertise their 
services.

As you assemble your portfolio, collect anything that shows your ability to per-
form, whether it’s in school, on the job, or in other venues. However, you must check 
with employers before including any items that you created while you were an employee, 
and check with clients before including any work products (anything you wrote, 
designed, programmed, and so on) they purchased from you. Many business docu-
ments contain confidential information that companies don’t want distributed to 
 outside audiences.

For each item you add to your portfolio, write a brief description that helps other people 
understand the meaning and significance of the project. Include such items as these:

●● Background. Why did you undertake this project? Was it a school project, a work 
assignment, or something you did on your own initiative?

●● Project objectives. Explain the project’s goals, if relevant.
●● Collaborators. If you worked with others, be sure to mention that and discuss team 

dynamics if appropriate. For instance, if you led the team or worked with others long 
distance as a virtual team, point that out.
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●● Constraints. Sometimes the most impressive thing about a project is the time or bud-
get constraints under which it was created. If such constraints apply to a project, 
consider mentioning them in a way that doesn’t sound like an excuse for poor quality. 
If you had only one week to create a website, for example, you might say that “One 
of the intriguing challenges of this project was the deadline; I had only one week to 
design, compose, test, and publish this material.”

●● Outcomes. If the project’s goals were measurable, what was the result? For example, 
if you wrote a letter soliciting donations for a charitable cause, how much money did 
you raise?

●● Learning experience. If appropriate, describe what you learned during the course of 
the project.

Keep in mind that the portfolio itself is a communication project, so be sure to apply 
everything you’ll learn in this course about effective communication and good design. 
Assume that potential employers will find your e-portfolio site (even if you don’t tell them 
about it), so don’t include anything that could come back to haunt you. Also, if you have 
anything embarrassing on Facebook, Twitter, or any other social networking site, remove 
it immediately.

To get started, first check with the career center at your college; many schools offer 
e-portfolio systems for their students. (Some schools now require e-portfolios, so you may 
already be building one.) You can also find plenty of advice online; search for “e-portfolio,” 
“student portfolio,” or “professional portfolio.”

BUILDING YOUR PERSONAL BRAND

Products and companies have brands that represent collections of certain attributes, such 
as the safety emphasis of Volvo cars or the performance emphasis of BMW. Similarly, 
when people who know you think about you, they have a particular set of qualities in mind 
based on your professionalism, your priorities, and the various skills and attributes you 
have developed over the years. Perhaps without even being conscious of it, you have created 
a personal brand for yourself. If you’re not comfortable with the notion of presenting 
yourself as a brand, think instead of your professional promise. When people hear your 
name, what do you want them to think about you and your professional attributes and 
qualifications?

You will have multiple opportunities to plan and refine your personal brand during 
this course. For example, Chapter 6 offers tips on business applications of social media, 
which are key to personal branding, and Chapters 13 and 14 guide you through the process 
of creating a résumé, building your network, and presenting yourself in interviews. To get 
you started, here are the basics of a successful personal branding strategy:

●● Figure out the “story of  you.” Simply put, where have you been in life, and where are 
you going? Every good story has dramatic tension that pulls readers in and makes 
them wonder what will happen next. Where is your story going next? Chapter 13 
offers more on this personal brand-building approach.

●● Clarify your professional theme. Think in terms of a theme you would like to project. 
What do you want to be known as? Brilliant strategist? Hard-nosed, get-it-done tacti-
cian? Technical guru? Problem solver? Creative genius? Inspirational leader?

●● Create a headline. Distill your professional promise down to a single headline, also 
known as a tagline or elevator pitch. The headline should be a statement of compel-
ling value, not a generic job title. Instead of “I’m a social media specialist,” you might 
say “I help small companies get the same reach on social media as giant corporations.” 
If you don’t yet have professional experience in your chosen field, express your head-
line in terms of educational qualifications: “With my degree in computer science and 
robotics, I am ready to help build the next generation of assistive technologies for 
people with motor, vision, and cognitive impairments.”
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●● Reach out and connect. Major corporations spread the word about their brands with 
multimillion-dollar advertising campaigns. You can promote your brand at little or 
no cost. The secret is networking, which you’ll learn more about in Chapter 13. You 
build your brand by connecting with like-minded people, sharing information, dem-
onstrating skills and knowledge, and helping others succeed.

●● Deliver on your brand’s promise—every time, all the time. When you promote a brand, 
you make a promise—a promise that whoever buys that brand will get the benefits you 
are promoting. All of this planning and communication is of no value if you fail to 
deliver on the promises your branding efforts make. Conversely, when you deliver qual-
ity results time after time, your talents and professionalism will speak for you.

USING ALL THE JOB-SEARCH TOOLS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

As a final note, be sure to use all the job-search tools and resources available to you. For 
example, many companies now offer mobile apps that give you a feel for what it’s like to 
work there and let you search for job openings. A variety of apps and websites can help 
you find jobs, practice interviewing, and build your professional network.

We wish you great success in this course and in your career!
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